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Abstract

From the early twentieth century to the early twenty-first century, black
Americans have been subject to different forms of control. This subjection of blacks to
societal demands arose in part because black people are viewed as inferior to white
people. Because of this misconstrued perception, black people are forced to present an
acceptable level of blackness to prevent punishment. Richard Wright's "The Ethics of
Living Jim Crow: An Autobiographical Sketch" (1938), Zora Neale Hurston's "How It
Feels to Be Colored Me" (1928), and Langston Hughes's "The Negro Artist and Racial
Mountain" (1926) detail their lives at the tum of the twentieth century. These essays on
various facets of black experience introduce readers to various methods of control
enforced by white supremacist society. All three authors delineate the intricate workings
of white control, and they call for the acceptance of one's black identity, even if it is not
accepted by white society.
In this thesis, I examine the three authors' experiences with racialized dominance
and their ultimate revolts against this form of enforced control. Furthermore, I trace the
historical continuity of these authors' insights, provided via their personal encounters
with white supremacy, to the conditions faced by modem day black persons. My
contemporary realms of study include self-help books for black professionals, mediagenerated perceptions of black athletes, and literary representations of black artists.
Ultimately, such texts show that black workers, athletes, and artists are still subject to
racist control; however, much like the resistance that Wright, Hurston, and Hughes called
for nearly a century beforehand, black workers, athletes and artists continue to resist such
control. Drawing on various social theories, such as the code-switching theory, white
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gaze theory, and black performance theory, I delineate this historical continuity through
analysis of the authors' texts, demonstrating the continued relevance of their insights to
the lives of twenty-first century black Americans.
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Walton 5
Introduction

Although many Americans like to think otherwise, the treatment of blacks in
America has not drastically changed from the early twentieth century to contemporary
times. In many ways, control of themselves remains a constant theme that black
Americans face in their everyday lives. Black authors have long addressed this issue,
seeking both communal justice and the simple freedom to live one's life however one
would like. Richard Wright, Zora Neale Hurston, and Langston Hughes in their
nonfiction essays, "The Ethics of Living Jim Crow: An Autobiographical Sketch" (1938),
"How It Feels to Be Colored Me" (1928), and "The Negro Artist and Racial Mountain"
(1926) respectively, examine both submission and resistance to the power that they faced
as black Americans near the tum of the century. While some like to claim that
tremendous progress has been made toward eliminating racism and its effects for black
Americans, juxtaposing these essays by three major, early twentieth-century black writers
reveals that in many ways, racialized control persists. In this thesis, I examine several
arenas of contemporary black life that exemplify how this control of black America has
persisted from the early twentieth century to current times. The contemporary objects of
my investigation are black workers, black athletes, and black artists, as depicted in
numerous forms of both media-generated representations and actual lived experience.
Decades before the emergence of critical whiteness studies, W.E.B. Du Bois
situated the discussion on what it means to be white in his lesser known essay "The Souls
of White Folk," where he states, "I know their thoughts and they know that I know. They
deny me my right to live and be and call me misbirth!" (qtd. in Li 3). Du Bois brings into
focus "his concept of double consciousness which presents black subjectivity as a
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function of the gaze" (Li 4). This understanding of white people's perceptions of blacks
works in establishing the ways black people comprehend whiteness as a social construct
(Li 4). Within this thesis, I contribute to the sub-field that credits black people with
insights into the ways of white people and white power. 1 Through analysis and discussion
into Wright's, Hurston's, and Hughes's nonfiction essays, I provide understanding into
whiteness and into a white gaze that seeks to minimize these black authors and more
generally, contemporary black people.
In more recent times, critical whiteness studies have focused on the dominant
social status given to whites based on hegemonic rankings. While these rankings place
whites on the top of society's binary scale, it also ranks blacks as subordinate. This status
given to black Americans is enforced via the white gaze, which measures how acceptably
black a person of color may be. Rodrick Ferguson explains that the presumed cultural
inferiority of black Americans is rooted in "heteronormative ideas and practices
embodied in whiteness," for the measure of black persons' worth was often derived from
embodying constructs produced by whites (Charles 9). While the concept of whiteness is
rooted only in hierarchal rankings assigned by society, this whiteness has often
influenced the lives of black Americans across the United States during the past and
present times. Furthermore, critical whiteness studies has arisen in academia relatively

1

Among such studies, the most useful for me have included Li. Stephanie. Playing in the
White: Black Writers, White Subjects. Oxford UP, 2015.; Roediger, David. Black on
White: Black Writers on What It Means to Be White. Penguin Random House, 2010.;
Charles, John C. Abandoning the Black Hero: Sympathy and Privacy in the Postwar
African American White-Life Novel. Rutgers UP, 2013.; Engles, Tim. "African American
Whiteness in Gloria Naylor's 'Linden Hills."' African American Review, vol. 43, no. 4,
Winter 2009, pp. 661--679. EBSCOhost, doi: 10.1353/afa.2009.0079.
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recently, and this thesis contributes to the scholarly knowledge presented in this field. I
specifically intend to study hegemonic white supremacy, a form of power that has
historical continuity, but also a form of power that has become less direct and overt.
My usage of historical continuity refers to the repetitive cycle of historical events,
ideologies, and behaviors that continue over time. The historical continuity of control of
black Americans has its roots in chattel slavery, and it took on different forms from the
early twentieth century to the early twenty-first century. These forms can be traced with
the help of several theoretical frameworks, including white gaze theory, the theory of
code switching, and black performance theory.
The racist white gaze has forced black people to subscribe to narratives that cause
them to disassociate from their actual identity to find marginal acceptance by those
dominant in society. The white gaze directly pertains to the constant oppression blacks'
face and is a form of observation that prejudiced whites use to overpower black people
(Demirturk 221). Cynthia Nelson describes the function of the white gaze as "the
panoptic surveillance with blackness being essentialized via authoritative discourses,
legal injunctions, and the establishment of various socio-political apparatuses and
practices. These ensure that the asymmetrical power relations remain one-sided and
fixed" (368). This hierarchal system is a powerful tool used to keep black people
subservient to the dominant gaze, a form of subjection that hinders black workers,
athletes, and artists from finding freedom of expression and self-presentation. In
Philosopher George Yancy's book, Black Bodies, White Gazes, an effort "to explore the
Black body within the context of whiteness," he explains that the considering the black
body in relation to a surveilling perspective that is situated within a collective whiteness
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helps to understand the marginalizing impacts black persons have been subjected to by
those dominant in society. In order to conceptualize the continual power of the social
surveillance experienced by blacks, Yancy first defines what whiteness actually is.
Yancy declares that whiteness is a lie and that it has primarily been identified as
not being black ( 107, 113 ). This distinction raises a question: if there is no such thing as
whiteness, how does it nonetheless produce systematic oppression? As Yancy argues,
while whiteness does not label an actual, distinct race, it is a concept rooted in binaries
that have real world effects, perhaps the most significant among them being the labeling
of one's worth according to social position. Similarly, James Baldwin claims that "there
are no white people" (180). Whiteness is instead a sense of being and particularly of
being superior (179). To be black, or rather, to be labeled black, is to be placed at the
bottom of society's hierarchy, which in tum results in domination from those at the top
of the social ladder.
Yancy further details whiteness and the destructive white gaze' s description of
black bodies: "white gazes have attempted to define Black bodies as problem bodies,
dangerous, and unwanted bodies" (xiv). While society's connotation of whiteness is that
of goodness, the connotation of blackness is that of substandard; the latter connotations
are continually enforced via watchful white oversight of black people. Essentially, this
labeling of black people with negative connotations and stereotypes is contingent on
the view of the white gaze, for this gaze is limiting and renders a narrative based on
preconceived notions. In effect, Wright, Hurston, and Hughes describe the ways the
white gaze has impacted their personal lives or the lives of other blacks. In their
personal essays, the authors listed above revolt against the dominant gaze's definitions
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applied to blacks. However, as shown through the analysis of their texts, their rebellion
against the white gaze results in punishment from society. Hurston, for example,
imagines herself dancing while sitting at a club because she is aware of her white
companion's gaze. If she would have gotten up to dance, she would have been
declared wild and uncivilized. Thus, to avoid a criticizing view from a watching racist
white person, Hurston remains seated. Hurston was subjected to the racist white gaze
during the Jim Crow era, but many modem black athletes face similar controlling
expectations. Professional tennis play Serena Williams is an example of a black athlete
who has been told to present herself in a particular manner. When she does not behave
according to society's mandates, as happened during the 2018 U.S. Open, she is
heavily criticized.
Various scholars suggest that many forms of control have remained the same
for blacks. Professor of Political Science Sharon Austin examines black progress since
1968 after Dr. Martin Luther King's assassination. While several generations have passed
since Wright, Hurston and Hughes wrote their essays, the statistics are still alarming.
Even fifty years after the initial surveys taken during the Civil Rights Movement, black
Americans have made limited social progress. As Austin notes, "Today's black poverty
rate of 22 percent is almost three times that of whites. Compared to the 1968 rate of 32,
there's not been a huge improvement. Black households earn $57.30 for every $100 in
income earned by white families. And for every $100 in white family wealth, black
families hold just $5.04." The financial disparities can be largely traced to biased
government policies. Looking specifically at some of these practices in the twentieth
century explains why a black-white wealth disparity remains. For example, redlining,
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racial housing covenants, and financial handouts for white war veterans that were denied
to returning black soldiers are overt practices that actually increased the black-white
income gap (Mock).
These systematic forces of jurisdiction explain why many of the issues seen in the
black community have persisted across time. Statistics show that it remains especially
difficult for many blacks to find employment. April 2019' s black unemployment rate was
nearly ninety percent higher than the national average and higher than that of any other
racial grouping (Sharif). Institutionalized racism still strategically prevents black people
from having equal opportunity. Tom Jacobs found that "[ s]ince 1989, whites receive on
average 36 percent more callbacks (invitations to come in for an interview) than African
Americans." The historical continuity ofracism on structural levels, then, has severely
impacted twenty-first century blacks. In order to survive such systems of oppression,
many blacks have developed coping mechanisms to live in white supremacist America.
While such broadly systemic forces continue to impact black Americans, forms of
control exercised at the individual level persist as well. Literary writers are often
especially effective at depicting the workings of oppression at this level. Code switching,
for instance, is a practice that Wright portrays himself employing, and it remains a
common strategy that black people still use today. According to Dictionary.com, code
switching is defined as "the use of one dialect, register, accent, or language variety over
another, depending on social or cultural context, to project a specific identity." John
Gumperz further defines this change of language as "the juxtaposition of passages of
speech belonging to two grammatical systems" (qtd. in Nelson 145), Wright's
requirement to project a particular identity came with his need for employment and
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safety. For his very survival, in the Jim Crow South, Wright was required to code switch.
While not at such a high cost of life or death, Cassius Green, from the recent film Sorry
to Bother You, by Boots Riley, uses code switching to secure his position at his

telemarking job and to help with his upward advancement. Blacks are still taught that
they must correct their language in order to be accepted by those dominant in society.
Nevertheless, black people do control their own tongues too; that is, they code
switch when they want something. This something is often available in professional and
educational contexts, as seen with Wright and Cassius. In order to succeed in such
settings, black people are still expected to present themselves in particular ways, which
they do by gaining access to a discourse community. This form of respectability politics
are used to subject blacks to the influences of those who have the power. Respectability
politics are essentially the expectations of appropriateness assigned to blacks, for blacks
are mandated to act in a particular manner to make those dominant in society feel
comfortable. If black people fall out of line with the expectations presented by society,
then they will be punished. Because of fear of punishment that may take the form of
denial of a job, black people may use code switching. Basically, the strategy of code
switching is rooted in power hierarchies. Those deemed substandard will often switch
their language for the sake of those who wield authority over them. Often, black people
are institutionally taught to minimize themselves for the comfort of white people.
On the other hand, Hurston encourages blacks to embrace their own unique
identity and language style. In a Hurston essay published posthumously, she states, the
"second most notable characteristics ofNef,rro expression is the will to adorn" (qtd. in
Nelson 142, emphasis in original). She celebrates the common black usage of English
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and the way blacks make plain English their own through embellishment. However, when
blacks code switch, they suppress their black verbal expression in exchange for
submission to the expectant white gaze.
This command of black people is rooted in the desire to make them submissive to
societal demands. Black performance theory examines these behavioral expectations that
keep black people compliant to white supremacist mindsets. Similar to other performance
theories, black performance theory is rooted in an understanding that members of
subordinated groups perform in response to the expectations of society. In relation to the
black race being a performance, Thomas F. DeFrantz and Anita Gonzalez explain that
"the notion of 'black sensibilities' -the enlivened, vibrating components of a palpable
black familiar---demonstrate the microeconomics of gesture that cohere in black
performance" (8). Simply put, this expectation of producing a familiar black personhood
that presents a bright disposition is rooted in ignoring the societal wrongs enforced upon
black Americans. This performance of blackness is mandated as a strategy of power by
domineering whites to keep black people acquiescent to society's wrongs.
Another useful theoretical model here is black performance theory, which
examines the control enforced upon black people to remain submissive to mistreatment.
In America's Jim Crow era, this expectancy of blacks to perform a level of deficiency
was matched with threats of violence if not fully enacted. As Wright especially
demonstrates in his essay, the potential for violence was used to hinder black
advancement and keep blacks compliant to racist laws. In current times, and as the
following chapters on contemporary arenas of white dominance of black bodies show,
while violence is no longer a common occurrence for blacks who do not properly perform
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stereotypical blackness, there are still certain types of punishment that will follow as a
result. For instance, Percival Everett's Monk from his novel Erasure is unable to find
literary success when he does not perform as expected by society. His form of
punishment for not performing an expected version of blackness is the inability to
become widely acclaimed as an author. It is not until he fulfills societal expectations of
black masculinity that he finds monetary gain in writing. A common theme across
America's history is that black people are often expected to perform versions of
stereotypical blackness deemed suitable by society.
In sum, the concepts of white gaze, code switching, and black performance theory
help to discern common issues throughout the early twentieth century that have continued
to the early twenty-first century. In this thesis, I demonstrate how these theories help to
illuminate the personal essays of Wright, Hurston, and Hughes, and thus how we can link
their experiences to contemporary arenas ofracialized control.
In my first chapter, "Restrictions of Richard Wright and Modem Black Workers,"
I detail Wright's professional encounters during the early twentieth century and his
difficulties with finding acceptance as a black worker. I then compare Wright's struggles
to those of modem black workers, such as the fictional Cassius Green from Sorry to
Bother You, and the actual works addressed in self-help books written for black working

professionals. I find that the struggles experienced by Wright mimic the challenges
twenty-first century black professionals face; both aeal with the trials of getting hired,
fitting in at work, and not testing the white supremacy enforced at many white-collar
jobs. Centered on the theme of code switching, I point to how·both Wright and current
black workers attempt to gain agency at work by submitting to the dominant societal
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expectations of what it means to switch to an identity that is accepted in white-dominated
workplaces. Because of these continual issues faced by black workers, some tum to selfhelp books to assist them in the professional world.
My second chapter, "Control of Black Athleticism and Zora Neale Hurston,"
examines the controlling impacts of the white gaze that has transcended across time.
Hurston's early twentieth century essay explains the power of this gaze that attempted to
keep her subjected to a presentation of blackness that was deemed acceptable by society.
Hurston's essay expounds on the issues of appearing appropriate according to the
dominant gaze, a form of dominance that parallels the experiences of modem black
athletes. Like Hurston, black athletes in professional tennis, football and basketball are
mandated to perform in certain ways or they are subject to harsh criticism, fines, or
firings. This regulation is centered on maintaining power over the black body by
determining how or if a black person can respond to unfair mandates.
My last chapter entitled "Control of Black Artistic Presentation: Langston Hughes
and Percival Everett" examines black artists who face demands that they concede to
societal expectations. Hughes introduces a black poet who would rather just be described
as an artist. Hughes interprets this comment to mean that the poet would rather just be
white. Through analysis of black life at different socioeconomic statuses, Hughes finds
that blackness is rejected by wealthier black families, for it is considered inferior to
whiteness. This in tum results in the poet, and other black artists, behaving in a manner
that is considered acceptable to society. Likewise, Percival Everett's Erasure focuses on
presenting oneself in a manner that gains acceptance by those dominant in society. While
Hughes's poet draws towards whiteness, Everett's main character, Monk, draws towards
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being black enough according to society. Monk's desire to present a black persona is
rooted in society's perception of black masculinity that is based on a minstrel measure of
blackness. Black performance theory helpfully conceptualizes the behaviors of both
Monk and the young poet in that they both perform in certain ways to gain acceptance in
their literary fields. I have chosen to concentrate on modem black workers, athletes, and
artists because of their direct links to the authors' revelatory nonfictional documentation.
My intent is to explore how challenges of black people in first half of the twentieth
century have continued across time.
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Restrictions of Richard Wright and Modern Black Workers

Life as a black American during the beginning of the twentieth century was of
course difficult. It was marked throughout the country by strict rules and regulations
organized through Jim Crow laws and customs, especially in the South. During the early
twentieth century, many former slaves and immediate descendants of slaves continued to
face the challenges ofliving a post-slavery life. While blacks were free from slavery,
other forms of white supremacist control kept them bound. The regulation of their bodies,
identities, and movement through the workforce functioned to instill a stifling order of
submission and dominance. Even today, for white America to have authority over the
black workforce, this predominance must start while black people are young. White
Americans' sense of ownership, which impacts the way black workers have viewed
themselves, does not happen overnight. In his 1938 essay, "The Ethics of Living Jim
Crow," Richard Wright offers an autobiographical depiction of his navigation of the
white supremacist gaze as a young boy to a southern black worker in the early twentieth
century.
Similarly, Boots Riley's film Sorry to Bother You (2018) follows Cassius Green, a
modem black worker at a call center. Cassius's experience parallels Wright's in that he
must fulfill the controlling racialized expectations of his white employer in order to find
success. The overarching aim of this chapter is to show how Richard Wright's essay and
Boots Riley's film reveal that a black person's navigation of white-dominated workplaces
is contingent on how well he or she can submit to the demands of an extant white societal
authority. In Wright's time, this submission often came from learning how to best fit in
by not testing boundaries. This lesson was crucial during the Jim Crow era to ensure
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one's very survival; nevertheless, this submission to the status quo is a continual issue
black workers face, as evidenced in Cassius's experience. Throughout this chapter, I will
trace and historicize issues concerning social, economic, and work inequalities as
represented in these works and theorized by scholars.
Wright opens his essay with a battle between white and black boys. He and the
other black boys are armed with cinders while the white boys throw broken bottles. It is
an uneven fight, and eventually a broken bottle cuts Wright behind the ear. When he tells
his mother what happened, she reprimands him, instead of directing her anger at the white
boys throwing broken bottles. She clearly expresses to him that he was "never, never,
under any conditions, to fight white folks again" (4, emphasis added). This morally
confusing demand instills within him a position of submission, even as he expresses
staunch defiance by essay's end (14-15). Wright's anecdote about this childhood battle
sets up the rest of his essay, which describes his circulation through a variety of jobs,
such as working for an optical company, portering in a clothing store, delivering
packages, and being a hall boy in a hotel, ultimately centering on the same theme of
dehumanization through white control of black workers.
While Wright's mother's reaction may appear unfair and even harmful, she was
attempting to protect Wright. She beat him to prevent a worse punishment at the hands of
a white person. Wright's opening anecdote suggests that Jim Crow laws touched every
part of a black person's life. Ahad Mehrvand suggests that the book in which this essay
appeared, Wright's Uncle Tom's Children, is composed of methods to survive a Jim
Crow America: "The 'lessons' centre around various aspects of dehumanizing effect of
Jim Crow customs on African Americans: the punishment strategies that black women
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use to protect their children, the black peoples' submissive reactions ... African
Americans' adhering to strict social etiquette ... " (55). Such reactions, which developed
soon after the Reconstruction era, stem from this racist set of customs that centered on the
supposed superiority of whites.
Therefore, Wright's depicted childhood experience was common among many
other blacks during this time. Wright's essay first contrasts his living environment with
his white counterparts, who "lived beyond the tracks" (4). While the white boys had
"trees, hedges, and the sloping embankments of their lawns," Wright and his friends had
no fortification, a symbolically unfair difference that characterizes all of the essay's
subsequent black-and-white interactions (4). Nearly seventy-five years post slavery,
social stratifications and economic differences clearly remained between the races. In
current times, we still see this continuation United.for a Fair Economy points out that in
2013, the average white household median net wealth was $141, 900, while the figure for
an average black household was $11.000. Much like the obvious lack of black wealth in
Richard Wright's essay, the new millennium still sees hugely disproportionate levels of
wealth among the races.
The juxtaposition of Wright's black neighborhood's lack of wealth to his white
counterparts' apparent wealth clearly shows racist financial disparities. Wright also
points out the variances between the boys by their available resources. The boys who
fought Wright had broken glass bottles while Wright and his friends only had black
cinders. Nevertheless, the fraught living conditions due to lack of wealth can be
streamlined into one major problem: black people's lack of employment opportunities.
Thomas N. Maloney traces black people's access to jobs and wealth throughout the
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twentieth century and determines that while there has been improvement, the
improvement has been limited. Lack of employment means a lack of wealth. A lack of
wealth leads to the inability to own homes, which then leads to lower performing schools
and the absence of resources. This in turns results in difficulty in finding employment
(Maloney). Thus, a cycle of poverty is the end result. This unavailability of employment
opportunities became a precursor to other sociopolitical forces that today work together
to enforce under- and unemployment for black people. During the twentieth century and
continuing into the twenty-first century, many blacks have been passed over for higher
paying jobs due to persistent stereotypes that deem blacks as inappropriate fits to upperlevel jobs and positions.
While impacted by the stereotypes associated with blacks in the workforce,
Wright manages to find employment at a professional company. After the incident with
the white boys from his childhood, Wright avoids interactions with whites due to his
locality in the Black Belt. ln this community, he had everything he needed except for a
job. As Wright grew older, his mother's cooking job was no longer enough to provide
for the family (5). Understanding his need to find a job despite his lack of skills, Wright
heads to a white neighborhood for employment.
This search for employment ends when he is granted a job at a white-collar
optical company. After Wright's boss offers him a job, Wright recounts: "I had visions of
'working my way up.' Even Negroes have those visions" (2). Wright's desire to be
successful crosses cultural lines. Wright hints at the American dream of earning a job and
being so effective at said job that one can climb the company ladder. Yet, Wright's
position and hopes to excel are not honored by his white coworkers, as the attempts of
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blacks to advance above their supposedly proper (lower) position in society were
considered unacceptable.
Had Wright's job been in a profession deemed acceptable for blacks, such as a
sharecropper, a sanitation worker, or a cook, his desire for advancement may not have
been as objectionable to white people. However, in Wright's white-dominated place of
employment, he became a threat to society's binary scale that posits blacks as inferior. It
later becomes clear, after Wright fails to learn anything about the field of optometry due
to a lack of support from his colleagues, that there is no room for progression for blacks
in the white-dominated work place.
When Wright asks his coworkers to teach him more, it leads to his coworkers
lashing out at him. This reaction arises from his coworkers' personal insecurities. If
Wright had received his intended training, then he would be at the same level as his
coworkers. As indicated by the racial epithets "black bastard" and "Nigger, you think
you're white, don't you?" spat at him, Wright is clearly denied access towards
advancement based on his race. When Wright considers reporting his hostile coworkers
to his boss, he realizes that his punishment might be even worse. Also, his white boss
may take his coworkers' side (7). Wright understands that his Jim Crow experience will
be centered on not challenging the workings of the system; he is taught to stay in his
place by both black and white people.
After Wright tells people back home what happened at work, he is called a fool:
"They told me that I must never again attempt to exceed my boundaries. When you are
working for white folks, they said you got to 'stay in your place' if you want to keep
working" (8). Wright makes it clear that his white coworkers were threatened by his
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quest for advancement. Wright was meant to not challenge the system of his workplace
that mirrored America. Wright eventually got out of his assumed place with his hopes of
upward movement. He found himself in a dangerous situation, for in his coworkers' view
he challenged their white dominance.
Control of black bodies occurred to such an extreme extent in early twentieth
century America that it was not a safe place for black men. Wright's blackness was an
inescapably defining factor, and it ultimately led to his uprooting from his place of
employment. George Yancy states, "Blacks have struggled mightily to disrupt, redefine,
and transcend white fictions. They have struggled with profound issues around identity
and place" (106). These white fictions are based on stereotypes of blacks that position
them as less than whites and deviants of white American culture. According to his
coworkers, Wright's place was not at the factory. As a result, and because of white
objections to his efforts as a black person to advance above his supposedly appropriate
place in society, he leaves the optical company. No doubt a humiliating experience, it
was also one that further made Wright understand the white supremacist social constructs
of his time.
These social constructs are seen at the optical company with Wright's coworkers
creating clear racial dominance rankings at the workplace by positioning themselves as
superior and Wright as subservient. The coworkers believe that they are better simply
because they are white. Society still works in a similar manner by creating and retaining a
version of whiteness that registers this hierarchy and mindset of hegemonic whiteness.
James Baldwin addresses whiteness as more than a racial construct in his article "On
Being 'White' ... and Other Lies." Baldwin declares that whiteness is a social construct
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founded in hierarchies and registering lower values to others (179). Whiteness is learned.
Baldwin furthers this explanation by mentioning Jewish people who have become white
based on how they choose to operate. Similarly, Polish Americans express their
whiteness by being enemies to people of color (178). Robin DiAngelo also comments on
this socialization that merges the internalization of racist biases and racist patterns that
work to ensure white comfort. She states, "As a result of being raised as white person in
this society, I have a racist worldview .. .it is an inevitable result of being raised in this
society in which racism is the bedrock." Because American society has posited a system
of social hierarchies that measures worth according to one's race, whiteness has and
continues to be seen as a symbol of authority. DiAngelo's modem racist worldview is a
result of a system that enforces hegemonic whiteness, which is also shown through
Wright's experience with his coworkers.
Nevertheless, society's stratifications are evident before Wright is even employed
by the optical company. Upon meeting with the boss, Wright is especially cautious of his
spoken presentation: "I was very careful to pronounce my sirs distinctly, in order that he
might know that I was polite, that I knew where I was, and that I knew he was a white
man" (5). It is understood that an inability to alter his voice to the standards of his white
boss would have meant further unemployment. A white control of Wright's voice stems
from Wright's need for employment. In his need for acceptance, possession of Wright's
vocal presentation was required.
Meticulous wording and pronunciations are not only employed with his boss, but
Wright must also use extreme caution when speaking with his coworkers. While
technically not in positions of authority, Wright's coworkers, Pease and Morrie, display
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their presumed authority by regulating Wright's wording. Wright's experience at the
optical company comes to a head when he is accused of referring to his white coworker
as Pease instead of Mr. Pease. Wright's coworkers practice a hegemonic whiteness that
insists on language that registers the dominant position of whites over blacks. On
Wright's last day of work, his coworkers confront him because of his assumed failure to
refer to Pease as Mr. Pease (7). Wright not referring to a white man as "mister" presents
an idea to his work mates that he was getting out of his recommended lower place.
Because Wright may have failed to refer to his white coworker with the title
deemed correct in the Jim Crow South, his coworkers beat him. Wright is threatened with
a steel bar, grabbed by the collar, and rammed into a wall (7). As Stetson Kennedy, in his
book Jim Crow Guide: The Way It Was, points out, blacks had to abide by rules of the
times. He recounts, "During World War II two Negro soldiers were murdered at Flora,
Mississippi, for saying 'Yes' instead of 'Yes, sir' to a group oflocal white civilians" (qtd.
in Mehrvand 59). Control of one's body could be taken if one did not adhere to the
interracial verbal etiquette rules of the 1930s, as indicated with Wright's coworkers'
violent responses. Because of the potential dangers to his body, Wright had to exercise an
awareness of his dialectal and wording differences. His desire to prove himself
acceptable to his boss and coworkers by changing how he speaks has since been clarified
and formulized with the theory of code switching, which is defined as "the use of two or
more linguistic varieties in the same conversation or interaction" (Flowers 221 ).
During Wright's time and currently, there is a social scale in America that ranks
language, dialects, and registers in racial terms. African American Vernacular English
(AAVE) is defined as "the language used primarily by African Americans in urban
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communities ... The language used among African Americans has historically been
characterized as deviant, deficient, or at best, different" (Flowers 229). People in the
minority are told to learn Standard English for the purpose of acceptance within school or
vocational communities (Flowers 221 ). People who speak in AAVE or other dialects are
commonly seen as inferior.
Of course, anyone who challenges the status quo of speaking in Standard English
can be deemed improper and "punished." For black American workers navigating white
workplaces, the added underlying factor of using different dialects reinforces views of
blacks' supposed inferiority, which can cause many people to question their position
within society, as well as hinder the possibilities for blacks' upward social and vocational
movement. Many black people find themselves code switching because, due to an
ongoing lack of tolerance among middle-class white professionals for AAVE, it can help
them fit into a predominantly white workplace's discourse group. Code switching
continues to be rooted in a desire to be well received, as in Wright's hope of acceptance
during his job. Power is not given to the most intelligent or those with the most potential,
and given instead to those who know how speak in a way that is considered acceptable in
society. The truth is that while Wright is treated poorly on the job merely because he was
black, he may not have even been hired at the optical company ifhe hadn't had the ability
to code switch.
Wright's Jim Crow lessons in control over his vocal presentation continue even
after he leaves the Deep South. Wright later finds out that he is still not only required to
use standard English and titles when referring to white people, but he is also expected to
appear vocally acceptable by staying silent. While in Memphis, Wright engages in
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conversation more than when he was in Jackson; however, he still realizes where he
stands among whites. There are topics that he cannot mention (14). Wright finds his voice
once again stifled in an attempt to accommodate to his white coworkers' comfort. Even
though Wright's experience in Memphis seems more pleasant than life in the Deep South,
Wright's experiences with whites there still subordinate him.
Wright's lack of vocal presence is a necessary form of protection. This form of
code switching, in that Wright completely switches off his voice to marginally fit into his
discourse community, is essentially a form of survival due to the inequalities present in
America's early twentieth century. Wright continues his "Jim Crow education" when he
watches a black woman get beaten and likely raped, then later accused by an officer of
being drunk, and then being arrested (9). While the men declare that they assaulted the
woman because she did not pay her bill, these men deliberately exercised control over the
woman's black body as a way to govern their societal hierarchy. The woman had no
protection from the white men, both the workers at the clothing store and the police
officer. Wright understands that he would be safe in this situation as long as he kept his
mouth shut (3).
Wright describes another example of switching off a response in order to remain
safe. Even though Wright ostensibly seems to go along with the injustices committed
against him as a black person, the Jim Crow system requires Wright to remain vocally
pleasing to white supremacists, which in tum translates to remaining silent. When Wright
walks home with a maid, a police officer hits her bottom. Put in a difficult situation,
Wright understands that it is safer to not confront the police officer. If Wright had spoken
up and criticized the officer's inappropriate actions against the maid's body, physical
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violence would have ensued. Wright is forced to accept the officer's action silently due to
fear for his life. Nevertheless, Wright's silence, and his inability to defend the maid,
leaves him feeling ashamed (13). This Jim Crow system centered on blacks not
challenging the workings of society. This same system that minimizes the black voice
remains evident today.
Wright's absent voice and his code-switched voice are examples of his strategies
for survival of a white supremacist society. Vocal control of black workers is still
instilled by threat of punishment. While for Wright, this punishment was the possibility
of physical violence, for modem workers today, the punishment may be the denial of
career advancement. Furthermore, Wright's need to present himself to his white
employer as sounding proper enough is a continuing issue blacks face in modem times is
also demonstrated in other realms of American culture. For example, Boots Riley's recent
movie, Sorry to Bother You (2018), presents a starkly satiric view of modem American
blacks in the professional workforce. Cassius Green, the black American protagonist in
the film, finds himself advancing his telemarketer career once he starts code switching by
using his "white voice" (Lang).
Cassius's movement through the American workplace is highlighted by the
dilemma of fitting in. As Cassius becomes more successful by altering his vocal identity
from that of a black man to a voice that sounds white male, he starts to lose part of his
unique identity. Viewers observe Cassius's change through his decision-making
processes. The more successful Cassius becomes with use of his white voice, the more
money he gains, and the less morally sound he becomes. Riley presents this problematic
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circumstance to bring into focus what is considered racially acceptable in a society that
prides itself in supposedly having overcome its racism.
As Cassius makes more sales as a telemarketer, he is invited upstairs, which is
where the top telemarketers work selling the ambiguous products "fire power" and "man
power." Their main buyer is a Worry Free, a company with labor practices that parallel
slavery in that people agree to work for it for the rest of their lives without being able to
leave the building. While the workers' basic necessities are taken care of, life at Worry
Free is not as great as it is advertised. Even though Cassius has reservations about selling
to this company, he eventually agrees to his upstairs placement. However, the catch to
this new position upstairs is that Cassius is mandated to use his white voice on his phone
calls, and also during the whole time he works upstairs (38:50-39:00). Cassius's initial
struggle is that of succumbing to his success when he gives in to the overpowering
influence of white American standards; the suppression of his own voice represents the
suppression of a part of his "black" self. Because Cassius is invited upstairs, he is
metaphorically invited into a place that offers him success at the price oflosing part of
himself and his identity.
Soon, this white voice becomes infused with his identity. Upon waking up with
his girlfriend, Cassius's greets her with his white voice. At his girlfriend's request that he
talk normally, he transitions back to his regular non-work voice (54:50-55:00).
Additionally, her ultimatum to give up his job as a telemarketer or break up with her does
not go well. Cassius agrees to break up in order to keep his job, in spite of his
reservations about his line of work and the white voice mandate (55:35-57:28). This
compromise indicates that he is willing to give up his morals in order to get ahead in his
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career. Ostensibly, Cassius's dilemma appears to be humorous and not to be taken
seriously, yet it is indeed an effective critique of a situation many blacks must face every
day-management of Cassius's voice metaphorically represents common workplace
control of black workers' bodies. Cassius's vocal change reinforces the demands on black
workers, which is to present themselves as least black as possible in order to find
approval by white-dominated workforces.
Without Cassius's modification of his voice, he would have been viewed
negatively as a stereotyped black male. When Cassius's coworker introduces him to his
white male boss, his boss appears hesitant to shake Cassius's hand until his coworker
confirms, "He's friendly" (1 :06:05-1 :06:14). Black people are commonly judged by how
comfortable they make white people feel. This expectation of comfort often calls for
altering one's appearance and voice from that of a black culture to that of the dominant
white culture. Cassius's boss mentions to Cassius that it is people like him who will save
the nation: "We also need people like you that can be trusted ... people that can adapt"
(1 :06:45-1:07:03). It is clear that Cassius, as a black man, is expected to adapt in order to
make the world a better place, not his white boss. Riley's portrayal of this scene hinges
on its awkwardness to make his satire explicit and complete. By accommodating to white
comfort, Cassius finds initial success in his workplace.
In her self-help book, Working While Black: The Black Person's Guide to Success
in the White Workplace, Michelle T. Johnson further explains the mandate given to black

workers to make white coworkers comfortable. She proposes that code switching is
actually something that everyone does, and that it is a part of being bicultural (78).
Therefore, Cassius's switch to a white voice is not particularly unusual; however, due to
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his racial status, this change in Cassius's vocal presentation presents an issue of identity.
Many black workers struggle with a shift from their at-home black culture to the white
American culture at work. The necessity of this dual identity is centered in fitting in with
one's counterparts. While Johnson recommends code switching to shift to one's
surroundings, it may cause complications to a person's individuality.
Johnson continues to address how communication among white coworkers is
something that the modem black professional must consider carefully. In order to be
successful, no matter how they choose to self-present in terms of racial signifiers, black
workers must understand the importance of communication and language. Johnson
advises blacks to "do more listening than assuming" (75). Her advice is given to
minimize the "fifteen percent,'' which Johnson describes as the percentage of difference
and potential struggles black workers may experience, while the eighty five percent are
the struggles every American worker experience (xiv, 75). This minimization of the
fifteen percent that seems at least potentially attributable to racial difference is intended
to help black workers fit better into their workplace.
In these terms, Cassius appears to successfully minimize his fifteen percent by
blending in with his majority white coworkers. As Cassius advances in his career, it
becomes clear that there are not many other people of color in the upper-level positions.
Downstairs with the intermediate telemarketers, Cassius is surrounded by other
minorities. However, when Cassius finds more success and is invited upstairs, he is one
of two black employees

(39:30-40:0~).

The film directly comments on the limited

number of black people in upper-level positions. Due to the high possibility of being the
only minority in a white-collar workplace, many black people face uncertainty on how to
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navigate the workspace. This in tum results in some black professionals turning to selfhelp books for assistance in working a majority white, white-collar job.
The use of self-help books for black professionals demonstrates that there is still
an inner battle raging inside many of those deemed the "other" by society. More than a
century ago, W.E.B. Du Bois's theory of double consciousness clarified the awareness
that one's identity as a black person is divided into two parts. Du Bois describes double
consciousness as "this sense of always looking at one's self through the eyes of others, of
measuring one's soul by the tape of a world that looks on in amused contempt and pity"
(2). In the twenty-first century, this white gaze actually impacts people of color in several
ways, as they often experience this double consciousness between their work,
educational, and home identities, for it is not one singular identity. This intelligence of
multiple modes of self-awareness was a practice Wright used to keep himself out of
trouble. In current times, there is a black presentation accepted by society that requires
one to be "acceptably black" (Engles and Kory 55). The hegemonic white gaze worked
and continues to work through determining a level of appropriateness expected of black
workers. Wright was expected to appear "acceptably black" which entailed submission,
and modem black workers are faced with the similar challenge of submitting to the
expectant white workforce as well as minimizing one's blackness in order to blend in
with white counterparts. The jurisdiction of black presentation is centered on black
people's acceptance into a white-dominated society and ultimately reinforces social
hierarchies that favor whites as superior and the standard of being.
This heightened awareness of presentation can be seen in real-world examples.
Mallory Whitely, a black doctor, said regarding this consciousness of presentation, "I
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tend to not speak a certain way at work ... to make sure in other people's eyes I am less
menacing or less aggressive" (Hauser). Dr. Whitely's need to transform to appear more
pleasing to the supremacist gaze may be due to the fact that some people do not know
how to interact with black professionals due to de facto segregation. This need for black
professionals to transform stems from limitations on blacks' advancement opportunities,
as indicated in a recent national review of data on white-collar employment: "Black men
and women still represented a very low percentage of the professional white-collar
workforce (less than 8%), given their overall representation in the population" (Gee).
The low percentage of blacks in professional occupations is based on misconceptions of
black professionals, thus leading to limiting opportunities and ignorance about black
persons outside of demeaning misconceptions.
Other self-help books also reveal much about the vexing conditions that working
black professionals still face today. Black Faces in White Places: JO Game-Changing
Strategies to Achieve Success, by Randal Pinkett and Jeffrey Robinson, centers around

black professionals seeking success in a white collar, and often white dominated,
workplace. This self-help book presents culture and ethnicity as assets, not liabilities. By
providing approaches to success for black professionals, the authors focus on racial
differences that may impact a black worker's career. This book does not shy from the
present injustices many people of color still face in modem times. Pinkett and Robinson
note that while blacks make up twelve percent of the American workforce, there is
inadequate representation of blacks in higher-level positions (5-6).
The low number of blacks in upper-level positions can be traced to
misconceptions about the black race. The truth is that people are still judged by and
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controlled on the basis of the color of their skin, long before they are given the chance to
even interview for a job, and if hired, the chance for advancement is hindered by racist
perceptions. There is a notion that blacks are simply unable to perform at satisfactory
levels. Black Philosopher George Yancy recounts a time during his childhood when his
high school teacher suggested that he pursue a more acceptable career as a bricklayer or
carpenter instead of a pilot (67). Because of his blackness, a white-collar job was
considered unsuitable, but a blue-collar job was believed to be more than enough.
Tyrone, an unemployed black man interviewed by Sociologist Eduardo BonillaSilva, voiced his opinion about the discrimination blacks face and noted his personal
experience with getting passed over for a higher position job: "He [a white boss] want to
give you the worse job 'cause of the color of your skin ... Me and Dwayne was the only
two blacks in the maintenance department. Me and Dwayne got the nastiest jobs they
was" (Bonilla- Silva 161 ). Other blacks when asked by Bonilla-Silva about their
experience with discrimination used personal examples of being passed over for
promotions due to misconceptions about their race. In tum, this leads to lower black
representation in higher positions. This imbalance correlates with Cassius's office's
limited diversity in upper-level positions. This discrimination impacts blacks in that they
must be aware of the collective society not viewing them as capable of being
professionals.
By parodying the stereotypical black man making his way to the top of the
workplace ladder, Riley challenges this presumed narrative given about and to blacks.
Nevertheless, Riley creatively attempts to counter the subjective dominant gaze in his
film. This white gaze pertains to the portrayal of minorities in a stereotypical manner to
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satisfy those in the mainstream culture (Russell 57). Deconstructing the dominant gaze
popularized in American media enables Riley to produce a multilayered character,
Cassius, who is more than what society labels him.
The collective gaze of those dominant in society furthers its tyrannizing purpose
by producing stereotypes. This white gaze operates in three ways to produce biases that
regard blacks as inferior: ( 1) Producing debasing stereotypes which work to dehumanize
blacks' history, lives, and experiences; (2) disregarding outlooks on blacks' history, lives
and experiences; and (3) presenting racial themes through a Hollywood lens to profit on
the assumed trendiness of these perspectives (Russell 58). The intent of the dominant
gaze is to ensure white comfort and to stifle blacks through misconstrued perceptions.
bell hooks argues that "counterhegemonic art" is necessary to free black culture
from degrading stereotypes. She argues that "only through transformative counter-images
can the dominant gaze be subverted; toward this end, popular culture has enormous
potential not only for entertainment but also for political and social change as well" (qtd.
in Russell 63). hooks's optimistic view is that countering racist hierarchal systems can
only be accomplished on a case by case basis; however, the desire for true
counterhegemony to succeed on a wide scale that effects all popular culture is unrealistic
at best for current times (63). However, Riley's film does subvert the dominant gaze by
displaying Cassius's life as more than the stereotypes that dismiss black history, lives,
and experiences.
Even though Riley attempts to point out the white gaze and societal structures that
prevent blacks from entering white-collar jobs, there is still a societal belief that black
people will perform a job poorly due to poor work ethics, poor values and poor family
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organization. In "The Sociology of Whiteness: Beyond Good and Evil White People,"
Matthew W. Hughey states that in his studies of common white racial attitudes, "There
was an overarching belief in the cultural inferiority of blacks that was effectively and
unfairly burdening whites through decreased standards - from education to job
performance and morality" (222). The common notion that blacks lower the standards in
workplaces has ultimately led to biases that still prevent blacks from acceptance in higher
level, white-collar professions.
This cultural racism leads to "blaming the victim," a common response to black
workers which is based in the notion that blacks are not reaching higher standards of
living due to their own problems, not to a racist society (Bonilla-Silva 40). Not unlike the
working conditions described so long ago by Richard Wright, today's black Americans
are subjected to institutional racism, even though many white people perceive racism to
be a matter of isolated occurrences. Bonilla-Silva helpfully views racism as "a structure
that is intertwined with a network of social, economic, and political entities with an
overarching ideology that impacts the lives of all members of society, especially people
of color" (3). He also argues that many Americans believe that we live in a "post-racial"
society and that the ways of Jim Crow are largely behind us. He agrees that America is no
longer blatantly racist, but that the country employs more subtle forms of racism. Even
though in current times, this prevalent type of racism in this era may be harder to identify,
it is clear that it still has the power to impact the opportunities and conditions faced by
blacks in the professional workplace.
Additionally, Bonilla-Silva details a prevalent type of racism commonly seen in
America's workplaces. Colorblindness, a form ofracism, is a tool used to maintain a
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racial ranking that positions whites at the top. Bonilla-Silva defines four central frames of
color-blind racism common in today's society: abstract liberalism, naturalization, cultural
racism, and minimization of racism. Specifically, abstract liberalism centers on white
support of equal opportunity: however, it does not conceptualize the institutional
discrimination that leaves minorities underrepresented in the workforce (28). Therefore,
not seeing color enables whites to remain unaware of their white privilege, ultimately
producing the same effect as overt racism commonly accepted in early twentieth century
America (2). In the minds of many white Americans, colorblind racism discredits race as
a locus of inequality. In this view, if blacks are passed over for a job, it is supposedly
because oflack of qualifications, not racial prejudice (Ullucci 535-536). Currently, many
whites are unaware of colorblind racism, which reinforces its negative impacts against
people of color. As a result of colorblindness, many black professionals are often
hindered from workplace advancement due to negative stereotypes about people of color,
and because colorblind racism allows white people to deny the impacts of racism against
black people there becomes a lack of ownership for the racism used against blacks.
Furthermore, this lack of professional progression links to what Pinkett and
Robinson describe in Black Faces in White Places as "the ever-changing game" that
proposes that once the select few black employees find themselves in white-collar
positions, they must adapt to playing this game appropriately (6). Pinkett and Robinson
claim that the glass ceiling that serves as a metaphor for the denial of access to higherlevel positions for minorities is outdated because there are new strategies for black
professionals to shatter the glass ceiling. The authors of believe that the ever-changing
game refers to blacks undertaking a job that involves strategy and struggle (6). Because
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of the need to adjust to a white-dominated workplace, many black professionals may find
themselves tailoring their clothing, language choices, and personality to become accepted
by their white counterparts. Even though Pinkett and Robinson do not outright suggest
black professionals modify their presentation, they encourage readers to understand the
possible consequences. The authors state that if an employee feels strongly about wearing
her hair in braids or dreadlocks, then she has a decision to keep her hairstyle and face the
consequences, find another job, or abide by the workplace hairstyle regulations ( 167).
The command of black hair styling choices, often associated with their culture, is not a
new phenomenon. Black hair styling choices is another example of the historical
continuity of white supremacist control of black employees' bodies.
Because of the many societal expectations that work to restrict black workers,
freedom is only found by resisting these expectations. While punishment may come with
the threat of violence as seen with Wright or the inability to progress in one's field as
evidenced by Cassius, both Wright and Riley encourage black readers and viewers to
rebel against the methods of control used to hinder black professionals. Wright's 1938
publication of Uncle Tom's Children, which contained "The Ethics of Living Jim Crow:
An Autobiographical Sketch," was his form of resistance to the white supremacist

demands of American life. His personal experiences highlight a racist America. In his
revelatory essay, Wright's reluctance to accept societal norms results in his rejection of
the perspective from a white gaze (Yancy 110-111 ). This resistance to America's
expectations for a black man gives Wright an identity separate from the one assigned to
him. A reconfiguration of identity outside of white imagination allows Wright to leave
the South and eventually take on his own identity rooted in his success as a black author,
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not an identity rooted in disrespect. Likewise, Cassius is seen at the movie's conclusion
leading a rebellion against the company that attempted to redefine his identity. Cassius
revolts against the injustices perpetrated by the company and encourages others to join
his cause.
Storytelling is often used as a form of healing and a way to combat racism. Robert
Delgado suggests that "'counterhegemonic storytelling is one cure for the prevailing
racist mentality" (qtd. in Farber and Sherry 287). By vocalizing his experiences through
writing, Wright can personalize racism in Jim Crow's South. Similarly, once Cassius tells
his story on a news program, his life begins to piece together as he regains his loved ones
back into his life. Storytelling enables the teller to undermine the racist norms present in
society. Racism is more than just an institutional issue, but an issue that personally affects
millions of blacks. Even though in modem times blacks may not be threatened with death
like Wright was, there are still social restrictions for black workers as they navigate
through the American workforce. However, such rules are made to be broken. By not
submitting to the demands of white society's authorities, the hope is that one day blacks
will find strength by way of resistance, like Richard Wright and Cassius Green.
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Control of Zora Neale Hurston and Black Athleticism
As a black woman athlete, Serena Williams has experienced her fair share of
criticism because of her refusal to be censored. Williams refuses to go along with the
status quo and the expectations set out for her, and as a result, she has been subjected to
verbal bullying in the effort to subdue her and thus gain control over her body. Williams
has challenged the world of tennis athletically, verbally, and through her expressive
clothing choices. An example of this is during a 2002 tennis match, in which she wore a
catsuit. Because of her styling choices she was heavily criticized, slut-shamed, and bodyshamed (Nittle). However, when a white tennis player in 1985, the all-too-aptly named
Anne White, wore a white catsuit during a match, she was praised for her unusual
clothing choice. It is apparent that Williams faced criticism because of her body type,
upbringing, and ultimately her race.
Williams serves as an example of the command over black athleticism during
current times. Her refusal to conform to society's expectations and the criticism received
as a result models the experiences other black professional athletes face in modem times.
Williams's unfair experience reflects the historical continuity of the modes of control that
Zora Neale Hurston illuminates in her 1928 essay, "How it Feels to be Colored Me."
Hurston's biographical essay examines her experience as a black woman in
America's early twentieth century. Her autobiographical sketch details her life from an
innocent young girl to an adult who is circumspect about her racialized status. By
offering an unashamed outlook on being black, she comes to realize the prejudices placed
upon her due to her race and asserts an affirmative form of black identity. When read
today, her reported experiences provide insight into the expectations and issues of control
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many blacks faced during the first quarter of the twentieth century; unfortunately, the
discussion of governing in terms of race has largely remained the same. One realm in
which it is has done so is that of professional athletics, where contemporary de facto
control of black athletes takes such forms as excessive regulations and expectations of
appropriateness, all of which exemplifies the ongoing subjugation enforced by the
dominant white gaze.
Evelyn Higginbotham, Saidiya Hartman, and William C. Rhoden examine these
methods of control experienced by black people. These scholars conceptualize the
historical continuity of trends of racism in ways that can be used to examine the impacts
of management used against both Hurston and today's black athletes. Higginbotham's
"Politics of Respectability" introduces the expectations of appropriateness for black
people to follow as a guide. While intended to be helpful, respectability politics that
require blacks to conform to socially accepted standards of behavior have hindered blacks
from the early twentieth century like Hurston and current black athletes from freedom of
expression. The process of molding black identity during and after slavery is helpfully
theorized in Hartman's groundbreaking and highly influential Scenes o.f Subjection.
Hartman's 1997 book examines the dyad ofblackness and performance through the
framework of slavery and nineteenth-century America, and it also serves as a guide to
understanding methods of control later blacks would experience as well. Rhoden's
Conveyor Belt Theory specifically examines black athletes' entrance into the professional
sports world and the excessive regulations placed upon these young men and women.
Hurston's essay provides an early example of how these three theories can be used as
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frameworks to trace how racism has controlled the performance of black self-expression
from the early twentieth century to the present day.

Expectations of Appropriateness
During the first quarter of the twentieth century, the black Baptist church saw a
women's movement. This movement was a chance for black women to self-define and
position themselves as being both black and women, and it exemplifies how other black
Americans wish to create their own identity. The black Baptist women are an example of
the impacts of white control of black bodily performance as exemplified by Hurston and
today's black athletes. Essentially, these assemblies that gathered hundreds of black
Baptist women focused on ways to reject the discourse given to them by American
society that labeled them as "immoral, childlike, and unworthy ofrespect or protection"
(Higginbotham 186). In order to counter the negative narrative given to them, this group
of black women established the politics ofrespectability. Their form of black resistance
was based on the goal to reform America's race relations. While intending to undermine
the racialized image given to black people, the group "reflected and reinforced the
hegemonic values of white America, as it simultaneously subverted and transformed the
logic of race and gender subordination" (187-188). For the group to find peace among
whites, expectations of appropriateness were established. In order to emphasize
presenting appropriate behavior and countering negative images about blacks seen in
literature and media, the black Baptist women developed a code of ethics. However, as
Higginbotham writes, "the Baptist women's adherence to temperance, cleanliness of
person and property, thrift, polite manners, and sexual purity served to refute the logic
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behind their social subordination" (193). The group believed that if other blacks could
adhere to certain polices and presentation of self, then life would become easier for them
in racist America. What they failed to realize is that the rules they set out for proper black
behavior ultimately replicated the broader society's white supremacist disdain for
common black characteristics and behavior.
Even though the group intended to replace stereotypes given to blacks, and more
specifically, black women, Roxanne Gay details why such forms of respectability politics
are problematic. She references Bill Cosby's and Don Lemon's comments, in which they
offer suggestions for the black community to overcome hardship. Their arguments focus
on black people acting in a particular manner in order to escape their problems. In
response to Cosby and Lemon, Gay states,
Their suggestions are, on one level, reasonable, mostly grounded in common
sense, but these leaders traffic in respectability politics-the idea that if black (or
other marginalized) people simply behave in 'culturally approved' ways, if we
mimic dominant culture, it will be more difficult to suffer the effects of racism.
(258)
Refuting respectability politics, Gay argues that black people behaving in particular ways
is not the solution to overcome America's racist perceptions of them.
The answer to ending racism is not to be found in blacks' behaviors, but instead in
systematic forces of oppression. Cosby's and Lemon's examples of black success found
through adopting behaviors approved by the white gaze are not examples for everyone
else (259). Gay points out that respectability politics do not enable every black person to
find success; instead they shape a discourse demanding that black people must act like
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white people to find personal success, a solution that fails to address broad societal
problems (259). In sum, respectability politics are short sighted and limiting.
Instilling hegemonic values stifles blacks and imposes a narrative that they are
acting inappropriately if they do not behave according to the stifling restrictions set in
place. As mentioned earlier, Williams was subjected to unrighteous discontent because
she did not present herself in a manner that went along with extant values proscribed long
ago, by the black Baptist women's movement during the early twentieth century.
Currently, we see many athletes not abiding by the ironically white-minded command of
presentation that the black Baptist women outlined a century beforehand. Such athletes
contest negative stereotypes by rejecting the expectations placed upon them by the
hegemonic white gaze.
Williams is an example of an athlete who expresses herself freely and does not
succumb to the restricting expectations presented to her as a black woman. Williams
walks with authority and embraces her personhood by not dimming her opinion, nor her
appearance and behavior, even if they counter expectations of the masses. She has never
shied from being vocal with her concerns about such issues as racially unequal healthcare and the NFL player protest (Nittle). It is no surprise, then, that Williams vigorously
expressed her concerns to an umpire who she felt cheated her. During the 2018 US open,
Williams voiced her disdain for a code violation the umpire gave her. She smashed her
racket and called the umpire a "liar" and a "thief' (Price). Williams believed that Carlos
Ramos, the umpire, acted in sexism. After the match, Williams commented on her
experience, "He's never taken a game from a man because they said thief. It blows my
mind. But I'm going to continue to fight for women" (Price). As I will further explain,
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while there may have been sexist roots to Ramos's calls, the demands Williams
encountered are also a racialized form of control faced by other black athletes. The desire
for regulation is founded in arguing what choices the athletes have with their own bodies
and voices.
Scrutiny of Williams came after she did not present the "proper" reaction during
the recent U.S. Open. By becoming upset at the umpire, she was heavily criticized and
labeled as "improper." Because Williams did not behave in a way that was deemed
appropriate by those in society, she was implicitly and explicitly punished. One example
is how her outburst led to the publication of a racist cartoon by Melbourne's Herald Sun.
The cartoon stood as an exemplifying caricature for all black women and was widely
utilized throughout social media as a tool to disapprove in starkly racist terms of
Williams's show of emotion.

Fig. 1. Serena

William~

Caricature from: \fark Knight. "Serena at LS.

Open." Melbourne Sun. 10 Sept. 2018
Through heavy criticism of Williams, the cartoonist again advocates for the stripping of
black athletes' freedom of expression, which is commonly coded as unjustifiable black
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rebellion. The desire to direct black athletes' reactions is shown through severe
disapproval, which seeks to subdue their bodily display. This denial of one's inherent
right affords control and power of black athletic expression to those dominant in society.
While control of the black body is often enforced through extreme disapproval for
black athletes who do not behave in ways that are deemed proper by society, many black
people regain agency over their bodies by resisting these expectations. George Yancy
comments on the power of the black body through resistance. This resistance leads to
affirmation of their identities. It is a deliberate stand from "the white racist episteme" that
mandates discourse into what said body is. Yancy argues that at the moment of
resistance, there is a value placed upon the black body that has traditionally been denied
by whites (I 09). By Williams taking agency over her situation and voicing her disdain for
the umpire's decisions, she gave value to her own voice. Not staying silent ensured her
power, even though her expression was met with criticism.
Gay addresses how a form of punishment follows when one does not abide by the
racialized expectations of appropriateness. She writes, "When a black person behaves in a
way that doesn't fit the dominant cultural ideal of how a black person should be, there is
all kinds of trouble. There are all manner of unspoken rules of how a black person should
think and act and behave" (257). These unspoken rules are used to regulate black persons
and to subject them to the tyranny of a racist society. In Hurston's 1928 essay, she
demonstrates the historical continuity of such rules by describing how she fails to behave
according to the expectations of white supremacist society, and as a result, she too is
criticized.
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Many black writers critiqued Hurston's writing and personality because they
thought she had an overly performative nature. Wallace Thurman saw Hurston as a writer
interested in only gaining support from white readers. In Infants of the Spring, Thurman
presents a satirical depiction of Hurston as a minstrel interested in pleasing wealthy
whites. Thurman is not the only black author who viewed Hurston's performative nature
to be demeaning. Richard Wright also heavily criticized her and her writing in these
terms.
Wright states in response to Hurston's Their Eyes Were Watching God,
Miss Hurston voluntarily continues in her novel the tradition which was forced
upon the Negro in the theatre, that is, the minstrel technique that makes the "white
folks" laugh. Her characters eat and laugh and cry and work and kill; they swing
like a pendulum eternally in that safe and narrow orbit in which America likes to
see the Negro live: between laughter and tears. (22)
This perception that Hurston "satisfied the tastes of a white audience" was a constant
criticism. Like Thurman and Wright, Langston Hughes "characterized Hurston as a
minstrel who pandered to 'wealthy whites, some of whom simply paid her just to sit
around and represent the negro race for them"' (239). Because ofHurston's actual
experience with white patrons in town who wanted a performance from her, she became
labeled as the "happy darkie" stereotype that seeks to fulfill white desires for
stereotypically black entertainment. As reported by these critics, as long as the whites
were pleased, Hurston found prosperity. According to Thurman, Wright, and Hughes,
Hurston failed to meet their expectation of appropriateness because Hurston's presumed
writing style was appropriate only for white audiences. This form of respectability
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politics were a tool to manage both Hurston's self-presentation and her writing style. This
regulation of presentation extends from not only Hurston's early twentieth century
struggles to Williams's twenty-first century criticisms, but also has roots in slavery.
During slavery, it was common for the enslaved Africans to entertain whites to project
what was deemed an acceptable presentation and performance.

Subjection to the Dominant Gaze
Saidi ya Hartman's Scenes o.f Subjection focuses on racial oppression during
slavery and its repercussions. The impact of slavery shaped black identity and continues
to shape black identity in modem times. In relation to Hurston and black athleticism,
Hartman's dyad of blackness and performance pertains to the continuation of control over
the black body. Because subjection to the dominant gaze is a reoccurring issue
throughout the centuries, Hartman explicates how the control of black bodily selfexpression works and how it has persisted into current times. She seeks to examine "the
liberal discourse of possessive individualism, the making of contractual subject and the
wedding of formal equality and black subjugation" (7). Essentially, Hartman explores the
control issued over blacks and the expectations to perform for the white gaze. Hartman's
insights clarify how throughout American history, the white gaze has locked black people
into negative perceptions in terms of race, demanding certain forms of self-expression
and performance and denigrating others ..
Hartman focuses upon the perky Sambo image. It is one that "conjures up an
idealized and fetishized state of servitude, in which the imputed consciousness of the
enslaved ensures submission and docility more effectively than either the whip or the
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chain" (52). This happy image of a caricaturized slave reinforces the expectations of the
dominant gaze. By appearing satisfied in one's lot, slaves were deemed less of a threat.
Hartman argues that scenes of"Negro enjoyment" with slaves dancing in front of their
masters tie into the idea of acting and the racialized performance expected of blacks from
racist whites (Patterson 684). In tum, slave owners hoped to use this minstrel image to
present an expected performative image for slaves. This control of the black body is
"linked with the specter of contented subjection, the torturous display of the captive
body" (Hartman 52). In fact, it is simply a prescribed narrative given to slaves to subject
them to the domination of white slave owners by controlling their bodily performance.
Hartman asserts that "The dominative performance of blackness thwarts efforts to
reassess agency because it has so masterfully simulated black 'will' only in order to
reanchor subordination" (56). It works to keep blacks in a subservient position, all while
falsely implying that blacks are acting on their own terms.
Furthermore, these expectations of slaves to perform the perky Sambo expectation
are needed to establish a brutal asymmetry of power. Hartman asks readers to consider
this picture of black performance closely: "how does one make any claims about the
politics of performance without risking the absurd when discussing the resistances staged
by an unauthorized dance in the face of everyday workings of fear, subjugation, and
violence?" (55). When slaves attempted to combat the performative narrative demanded
of them, they faced the threat of violence that sought to keep society's racial hierarchy
intact.
Nevertheless, many slaves rejected this demand of black presentation assigned to
them because it was a discourse rooted in control, not in freedom. The desire for slaves to
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fulfill the expectations of the dominant gaze is a failure to realize that the black body and
"blackness" existed before the narrative assigned to them (57). These limitations enforced
upon blacks are grounded in white enjoyment and white expectations. Rejecting this
dominative mode of white enjoyment and resisting the dominant gaze is an attempt to
regain agency over one's body. However, to keep this subjugated social position in place,
this arrangement will be met with the possibility of punishment.
This particular dyad of blackness and demanded performance was initially
arranged during slavery, and it continued through the Jim Crow era in which Hurston
lived into current times. The proximity of slavery to now has become linked to an internal
struggle: "The whip 'was not to be abandoned; rather, it was to be internalized"' (140).
This continuity between slavery and twenty-first century blacks is usefully explicated by
black performance theory in that blacks are still expected to act certain ways. Nearly
every action is controlled by the white gaze. This struggle can be internalized which
means that the white gaze has inflicted awareness and enactment of supposedly
"appropriate" displays of black self-expression and performance, even when no whites
are present. In white-dominated spaces, black people are often viewed through the
controlling lens of the dominant gaze to determine if an acceptable level of blackness is
performed, and if not penalties ensue.
Black performance theory "helps us decipher the imperatives of blackness. Black
performance theory shows us how each unfolding or iteration of what blackness is can be
constituted by performance and revealed within unlimited performance frames" (qtd. in
DeFrantz and Gonzalez vii). Essentially, the definition of blackness changes with each
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new generation. However, this definition is blackness is often ascribed to black people,
not created by them. D. Soyini Madison writes,
Black performance theory is oppositional because it honors the subaltern,
rhetorical roots of black symbolism that survive and break through the timeworn
death wish cast against black expression ... [and is governed by] multifarious
modes ofun-freedom as well as radical performance that violent constraint has
invoked. (vii)
Madison's explanation helps readers to better understand that black performance theory
is rooted in declaring blacks as inferior and requiring submission to a racist society. It
limits blacks to perform according to the restrictions of the white gaze. Moreover, if
black people do not behave according to the restraints given by those dominant in
society, even today, blacks are "punished."
This subjection to fulfilling the dominant gaze's demands can be seen with NBA
player Michael Jordan's attempt and failure to move out of the preassigned expectations
given to him as a black athlete. Jordan is a global phenomenon due not only to his
spectacular basketball talent, but also to his consistent performance of acceptable
blackness. Many credit him for his ability to remain in a sense racially neutral. By
avoiding the perception of being "too black," Jordan was able to evade many of the
penalties his counterparts faced, such as regulation over his clothing choices or behavior.
Rhoden notes Jordan's disconnect from the black community, such as Jordan's disinterest
in black people being murdered over his sneakers, towards his success off the basketball
court (201 ). Remaining both racially and politically neutral appeared to work for Jordan
in terms of gaining massive white acceptance, until he sought to take over the
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Washington Wizard's NBA team. In alignment with Hartman's insights regarding the
caricature of a happy black slave, Jordan was able to avoid criticism by staying in his
assigned position as a basketball star; however, by attempting to go against this given
label by trying to become instead a team owner, Jordan found that he could not escape
the white gaze's limiting perceptions.
During the 2001-2003 basketball seasons Jordan strategically planned his brief
emergence from retirement to play again as a guard on the Wizards team. The Wizards
franchise had reportedly lost forty million dollars before Jordan joined the team. At
Jordan's final retirement, the team saw about thirty million dollars in profits due to sold
out home games during his Wizards career (Rhoden 206). However, Jordan's career
expectations off the court-to take over the Wizards financially-were not met well.
After ending his basketball career, the Wizard franchise suddenly no longer needed him.
Jordan stated at the time, "I thought I was going to take over the franchise eventually."
However, Abe Pollin, the owner of the Washington Wizards at the time, responded to
Jordan, "I'm not giving it [the team] to you and I don't want you to be my partner,
Michael" (206). Jordan was used for his playing talent, not for his potential management
skills. Even though Jordan has successfully marketed his own clothing brand and would
later own the NBA's Charlotte Hornets, his effort to own the Wizards was dismissed by
Pollin in five minutes (Wise). It is clear that like other black athletes that dominate the
NBA, Jordan was used solely for entertainment purposes. These black athletes are
expected to perform as a modem perky Samba type for white enjoyment, and they are
required to meet the dominant gaze's expectations by remaining subservient and in their
assigned position.
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Likewise, Hurston's early twentieth century experience mirrors Jordan's in that
she too was aware of the expectations to perform blackness in exchange for pleasing
others. Throughout her autobiographical essay, Hurston details historical precedents for
such racialized surveillance by describing instances of attempted control over her
identity. The desire of those in supremacy was to enforce a power dynamic that kept
Hurston in her lower position on the binary racial scale. Her experiences demonstrate the
demand to govern based on a system ofrewards and punishments. Hurston begins her
essay by recounting her racially innocent childhood spent in Eatonville, Florida. In this
all-black community, the only time she saw white people was when they passed through
her town. At the outset, Hurston clearly identifies her thoroughly black identity: "I am the
only Negro in the United States whose grandfather on the mother's side was not an
Indian chief' (215, italics in original). While Hurston understood her racial background
to some extent as a child, she soon found out how her blackness translated to instances of
unjust treatment. Hurston states, "I remember the very day that I became colored" (215).
When Hurston attends Barnard, she is aware that she is considered colored. As one of the
only blacks at the college, she describes herself as "a dark rock surged upon, and
overswept" (215). Even through the efforts to make Hurston aware of her color and
supposed inferiority, she remains who she is. For Hurston, blackness does not equate to
being colored. Blackness has to do with one's racial background but being colored
transposes one's color to a status ofinferiority. 2

2

Colored was the common term during the mid- to late nineteenth century used for
people of African and Asian decent as well as other non-white races. Black leaders
during the late nineteenth century pushed for Negro to replace Colored. Negro was
viewed as a specific term that only included people of African descent. The term "Black"
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To Hurston, both as a child and as an adult, she was just herself; however,
through direct encounters with those who made her feel lesser, she became colored. After
moving from her sheltered, all-black Eatonville upbringing, she became labeled as
nothing more than her race. It at this point in the essay that she describes the labeling
power of the dominant gaze. Hurston presents the argument that blacks can just be
themselves and ignore social constructions until they are reminded or shown what it
means in the eyes of white people for them to be colored. To be colored was to be
counted as substandard, an unjust valuation that remains with us today in common
conceptions of what it means to be black. Hurston "found [that she was a little colored
girl] in certain ways" (215). This realization occurs at age thirteen after she is sent to
Jacksonville for school. This move separated Hurston from the all-black community she
grew up in. This construction of a black identity is linked to the perception of others and
is instilled through taking away one's unique identity. Hurston changed from the carefree
"Zora of Orange County," and became labeled as nothing more than "a little colored girl"
(215).
Additionally, Hurston was also used for entertainment. Hurston's desire for
approval turned to her performing to make others experience enjoyment: "They [white
people who passed through the town] liked to hear me 'speak pieces' and sing and
wanted to see me dance the parse-me-la, and gave me generously of their small silver for
doing these things ... " (215). She understood that engaging a white audience would lead

to identify persons of African descent gained popularity during the mid-twentieth century
(Smith 497-499).
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to a small payment of money. For Hurston, pleasing a white audience through her
performative nature ensured acceptance, as shown through monetary gain.
Additionally, there remains the perception of a black audience. Hurston states,
"The colored people gave no dimes. They deplored any joyful tendencies in me, but I was
their Zora nevertheless" (215). She understood that people within her race did not
appreciate her willingness to entertain a white audience. However, as Matthew Heard
explains, "in pushing the limits of what her black community found to be proper behavior
towards whites, Hurston also was learning how to negotiate between the boundaries of
these two different worlds" (145). By being on the fringes of both black and white
cultures, Hurston learns to navigate between the groups. This navigation is directly linked
to white and black gazes' interpretation ofHurston's behavior. In her experience as a
young child, she understands that her actions are linked directly to her level of
acceptance.
Nonetheless, Hurston recounts her childhood and refers to herself as "their [black
people's] Zora." Her strivings for acceptance are based on a desire to belong to a white
audience as well so that she could be "everybody's Zora." Her identity as a child was
just "Zora of Eatonville." She has not yet realized the extent to which those white people
could not see her fully. While the audience perceives her as colored, she does not
subscribe to a racial label.
Furthermore, in her childhood labels of herself, Hurston posits herself as someone
to be owned. The claim of being "everyone's Zora" denies access to her personal
ownership. At this point in Hurston's life, she is not simply "Zora." Her identity is linked
to belonging to someone, and thus, to approval from others. Allotting groups to take
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stake in her personhood enables readers to see that Hurston offers herself through
ownership to find acceptance. Hurston's control of presentation led to difficulties in
gaining complete acceptance from different racial groups.
In short, Hurston's worth was registered by racist perceptions. Nonetheless, this
power of one's worth through surface-level perceptions hinges on formal and informal
constructions. One can deem another inferior based on simple concepts such as style of
dress. Like Hurston's worth being attributed to her skin color, black NBA players in
modem times still experience racialized judgments. NBA players are judged because of
their color; however, because of the inability to outright condemn black athletes in
modem times of the basis of their race alone, their choice of dress has been targeted. The
NBA players' dress code regulations instilled at the tum of the twenty-first century were
used to please the white gaze and regulate black athletes to sports owners' demands. As I
will demonstrate, Hurston described various specific modalities of white control over
black identity display that remain all too prevalent today.

Excessive Regulation
These limiting demands are explicated in Rhoden's Forty Million Dollar Slaves,
in which he argues that black athletic talent from the nineteenth century to current times
mimics a slave plantation. Black athletes are told to leave their pasts behind and are used
for financial profit by owners, like the slaves who were told to disconnect from African
roots and used for forced labor. Essentially, Rhoden suggests that this modem-day
slavery of black athletes is gained through separation from a player's black culture and
instilled through conditioning the mind. He later addresses the Conveyor Belt Theory,
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which is basically based on the removal of black athletes' cultural identity. This
Conveyor Belt undermines character by trying to "dull any racial consciousness and
eliminate communal instincts" (177). The intent of this Conveyor Belt is to strip black
athletes from ties to the black community in order to create what those in power deem as
appropriate behavior. Rhoden explains, "On the Conveyor Belt, young [black] athletes
quickly learn that easy passage through a white-controlled system is contingent upon not
'rocking the boat,' not being a 'troublemaker,' and making those in positions of power
feel comfortable with the athletes' blackness" (178). Nevertheless, this comfort is based
in black athletes turning from their own forms of black identity and conforming to the
standards insisted upon by those dominant in society. Because of black abstraction being
rooted in blackness itself symbolically serving as evil, there is a push for these black
athletes to take on an assigned identity away from that of a black identity (Ross 263).
This regulation of black identity is linked to an athlete's potentially lucrative career. As
in the case of Michael Jordan when he sought ownership of a professional team, players
who strive for success off the court are implicitly told to embrace societal conceptions of
black inferiority to avoid complications.
Allen Iverson, arguably one of the best guards during the first decade of the
twenty-first century, faced racialized controversy due to his behavior off the court.
Iverson is often blamed for merging a hip-hop culture and style of dress into the NBA.
His impressive style of play made him marketable; however, his racially coded
"baggage" caused issues with the leaders of corporate America: "They want him on the
cover of their programs and magazines but despise his multitudinous tattoos so much ... "
(Zirin 164 ). For those in financial power, Iverson represented the sharp contrast between
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being marketable and being too black, in this case by wearing numerous tattoos and
clothing that registered for some as overly black. Bob Williams, the president of Burns
Sports & Celebrities Inc., said about Iverson in 2001, "I still think Allen's endorsement
potential is going to be limited." In response, Iverson stated that he "won't change who or
what he is - in his own words to become a 'crossover figure' - just to please people"
("Iverson No Marketable MVP"). However, the NBA made it clear that an excessively
black presentation would not be accepted. For instance, the league attempted to manage
Iverson's appearance by airbrushing Iverson's tattoos from the league's magazine cover
("Iverson No Marketable MVP").
Sports teams' owners are concerned with self-presentation by players that will
provide comfort for the league's primarily white fan base, so issuing mandates for players
to tum from their traditionally black clothing choices suggests a preoccupation with
financial success and marketability. Iverson is a clear example of a black athlete who
refused to abide by these imposed regulations and was heavily criticized for his refusal,
and thus for his assertion of an independent identity. Like Hurston, he chose to be
himself, and ifthat included signifiers of unacceptable blackness, then so be it. Hurston
does not view her blackness as a point of shame: "But I am not tragically colored. There
is no great sorrow dammed up in my soul, nor lurking behind my eyes. I do not mind at
all. I do not belong to the sobbing school ofNegrohood" (215). As an exemplar of the
historical continuity of such white control of black identity performance, Iverson was
called out several times for not carrying himself in a way deemed acceptable by those
dominant in society. Because of his street attire, he was viewed as looking too thuggish
(Astramskas). This assumption about Iverson was a response to his style of dress, which
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consisted of earrings, headbands, cornrows, and baggy clothes, clothing and
accoutrements that he would wear to press conferences. Soon, other players followed
Iverson's style, such as Carmelo Anthony, Kobe Bryant, and Kevin Garnett
(Astramskas). Nonetheless, this style of dress associated with the black community was
challenged by team owners and the largely white fans and mass media, for it impacted
marketability and profit.
The ultimate issue with players like Iverson is that he refused to submit to those in
power. Iverson failed to adhere to Rhoden's Conveyor Belt Theory in that Iverson chose
to not minimize his blackness. Kenneth L. Karst's article "Paths to Belonging: The
Constitution and Cultural Identity" identifies the paths to acceptance in America's
dominant culture for those not in the norm. He states, "Assimilation means changespecifically, a change in cultural norms. These changes are most visible in behavior such
as the adoption of a language or style of dress" (410). Going against the mandates
organized by those in authority is a rejection of assimilation. Many Americans prefer to
think that their society has gotten past such racial restrictions as demands for
assimilation, but in many settings, when a member of a cultural minority does not take
part in the norms of those in a dominant culture, punishment still ensues.
During the early twenty-first century, black athletes were controlled through the
use of perhaps surprisingly explicit rules. In his article, "'Please Don't Fine Me
Again!!!!!': Black Athletic Defiance in the NBA and NFL," Phillip Lamar Cunningham
addresses particular tools used to direct black athletes. These include rules that work to
empower the rule-makers while removing power from players, by insisting that they
conform to what is deemed appropriate by mainstream society. Cunningham states that in
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2005, "the NBA made rules to inherently and intentionally penalize a majority of these
black players" (40). It was an attempt to deny the players' individuality and their black
culture by way of dress. Regulating the athletes' style of dress takes away from the
players' power of choice, for choice gives power. Trying to exert authority over the
players takes the form of deeming black men's own preferred styling as inappropriate,
and while they are technically free, they must assimilate to the white way of dress to be
considered acceptable, and in many cases to avoid fines that due to their selectivity, can
only be described as racist. David Stem, Commissioner of the NBA, said, "the reputation
of our players was not as good ... we could do small things to improve that." This centered
on changing styles of dress of dress that registered as "black," and ushering fines
upwards to $10,000 if, for example, the shorts went too far past the knees (Eligon). This
practice exemplifies the historical continuity of white control of black bodies because it
strips away individuality through force and deems black players incapable of making
their own choices.
Ostensibly, it appears as if the league has just wanted their players to abide by
their dress code regulations, but since they have concentrated solely on clothing typically
worn by black men, one must consider why. The truth is that the rules are used as a
technique to govern black players so that traditional, racialized systems of governing are
kept in place: "the proposed rule and nature of the debate reflects the hegemonic practice
of policing young Black males who defy dominant expectations with baggy shorts, trash
talking, 'bling-bling,' and hypermasculinity" (Leonard 160). Hegemonic practices
register groups that fall outside of whiteness as substandard. By issuing dressing
mandates, a clear conception arises of what is hierarchically acceptable, based on the race
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of players. The league understood that wearing a durag would not make the men worse
players, but rather it made them more difficult to regulate metaphorically, thereby
threatening profits generated by keeping white fans as racially comfortable as possible.
This regulation ultimately occurs because whiteness and white preferences constitute the
standard, while blacks and their preferences are considered substandard. Refusing to
appear submissive provokes punishments, as indicated in the excessive fines imposed on
players who boycotted the dress code.
By dressing in clothing typically worn within the black community, the players
stepped away from what is considered acceptably black self-presentation. NBA fining
kept black athletes from supposedly rebelling against society's norms, and fines were
used to keep them compliant to the rules set in place. Herbert D. Simons states, "The
penalties are an example of institutionalized racism and White mainstream males'
assertion of their right to interpret and control African American behavior" (qtd. in
Cunningham 46). It was not just the lack of assimilation to white standards that was
considered a problem with NBA players acting and appearing unacceptably black; the
deeper and more subtle problem is the perceived black resistance to control.
In 2004 during a Detroit Pistons and Indiana Pacers game, the unforgettable
Pacers-Pistons Brawl took place, an incident that also illustrated hegemonic white control
of black athletes. The fight initially began after Ben Wallace attempted to make a layup
and received a hard, unflagrant foul by Ron Artest (also known as Metta World Peace).
Wallace responded by forcibly pushing Artest and throwing a towel at him. In an attempt
to stick up for their teammates, other players became confrontational with each other.
Artest initially ignored Wallace and the argument between the players by lying down on
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the scorer's table. While he was lying there, a fan threw a drink at Artest, leading to
Artest climbing into the stands. Artest tackled the fan while Stephen Jackson went into
the crowd and punched another fan in the face. These actions led to a full-fledged fight
between fans and multiple players. Security, police officers, and owners had to break up
the fight to get the players off the court.
Following the Pacers-Pistons Brawl, Stem, the NBA's commissioner, was
accused of"rescuing" the NBA from an image of being too black (Leonard 159). The
players involved with the brawl were individually punished: Ron Artest with a seventythree-game suspension, Stephen Jackson with a thirty-game suspension, and Jermain
O'Neal with a twenty-five-game suspension (Zirin 171 ). In addition, this fight during the
Pistons-Pacers game had ramifications for other players in the league. Because some fans
saw the players as "too spoiled, too loud, too 'hip-hop,' too tattooed, too cornrowed--all
of which translates to players as 'too Black,' there came a push to change the presentation
of these majority black athletes" (172). This "image problem" led to commentators
suggesting reform to the league. This idea goes back to the (white and white-controlled)
preference for an earlier time, which depended on the idea that the black culture had
grown too prominent in the NBA, and the only way to fix this problem was through
ushering in tighter control of black bodies through the dress code (159). In sum, if a
black player appears too black, then penalties follow.
Hurston experienced a proposed mandate over her body much like that imposed
on the NBA players. At a jazz club, Hurston is aware of her color and the perception
associated with her race when she begins to dance. She is moved by the music and
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imagines letting loose on the dancefloor. She describes her dancing in such a way that she
is aware of her viewers. She states.
I follow those heathen-follow them exultingly. I dance wildly inside myself; I
yell within, I whoop; I shake my assegai above my head, I hurl it true to the mark
yeeeeooww! I am in the jungle and living in the jungle way. My face is painted
red and yellow and my body is painted blue. My pulse is throbbing like a war
drum. I want to slaughter something ... (216)
Hurston links herself to conceptions of her African ancestors. She states that she shakes
her assegai, a spear traditionally used among southern African peoples. Anthropologist
Roger Abrahams remarks on the heightened awareness of self-presentation felt by many
black performers, which is often considered exotic to those outside of the black
community (DeFrantz 1). Hurston draws on her exotic presentation to expose the
perspective of the white gaze.
Hurston intends to present her black race as lively and wild, both to celebrate a
less restrained part of herself, but also to reveal how she is seen as a "colored" person
through the eyes of her white friend. She merely dances inside herself, but her details
transfer her into an African setting. She uses words like "heathen," "wildly," and "war
drum" to characterize her dancing mannerisms as savagery. She uses the dominant gaze
to reveal how her movements are interpreted, revealing in the process her own
internalization of this gaze. Seemingly in obedience to white regulations that limit
blackness, Hurston does not completely become unrestrained and "savage-like" in
response to the music because her counterpart's expectation of her is already evident.
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Hurston makes a direct distinction between her internal dancing and the restrained
white gentleman sitting at her table: "He is far away and I see him but dimly across the
ocean and the continent that have fallen between us. He is so pale with his whiteness then
and I am so colored" (216). The juxtaposition between a black Hurston and her white
counterpart marks the difference between the two races, as well as the dominant gaze's
interpretation of the black race. As with Du Bois's double consciousness theory, Hurston
is aware what the white person sitting next to her might think and there is the manner that
Hurston would like to enact-a version of herself that is "black," but also more true to
how she feels and would like to act in that moment. Hurston uses this scene to register a
form of rebellion. Hurston wants to rebel against the seemingly civilized restraints
imposed upon her urge to get up and move while seated with her friend, but a layer of
white control imposed on her "colored" body, and even on her own psyche, keeps her
seated at the table.
In these ways, Hurston also recognizes the criticism a black American may face
when she takes agency over her own experience. Hurston, in her biographical sketch,
imagines herself dancing freely however, "sensing the distance and coldness of her white
companion, she feels the burden of being 'colored' in his conscious gaze" (Heard 148).
Hurston holds herself back from dancing because doing is not acceptable, because it
would come across as too "black." She understands the burden blacks have in making
those in position in power comfortable with one's blackness, a notion Rhoden would later
comment upon with his Conveyor Belt Theory (Rhoden 178). Instead, the man is more
subdued than the imagined wild Hurston. He only drums his fingers on the table and
utters mild appreciation, "Good music they have here" (Hurston 216). Hurston, an
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anthropologist, used mimicry to express black American art. In her imagined dance, she
claims ownership over her style of bodily performance that differs from those enacted by
wielders of the dominant white gaze. Mercedes Aguirre and Benjamin Lempert's
analysis ofHurston's "Characteristics of Negro Expression" states, "Hurston changes the
standard of measurement used for evaluating black cultural expression. This not only
vindicates the importance of black folklore language and music, but also shows how
black artistry developed in the middle of white civilization." She informs readers about
racism and black life by presenting herself in a positive way, as opposed to the "heathen"
her white peer views her as, and also in a way that asserts the value of authentically black
modes of being, however little she felt free to enact them in that moment.
Through Hurston's depiction of herself dancing passionately, if only internally,
she comments on both racist perceptions and the control white supremacist views
commonly impose on black bodies, including their agential use for black rebellion. By
fulfilling ideologies associated with her race, she makes these ideas powerless. Hurston
thus regains agency of her humanity and individuality. She embraces this notion of her
identity that is separate from racism. Hurston argues that self-possessed blackness comes
with a freedom of expression, identity and self; however, it will always be met with
criticism from a variety of audiences. She unapologetically proclaims her blackness and
asserts ownership of her own identity and being. Despite what society says in terms of
her ownership and agency of her own personhood, Hurston affirms who she is as a black
woman.
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Control of Black Athleticism
In more recent times, Americans can still see this regulation over the black body
with the NFL kneeling controversy. Examining the NFL protesting, we can see that the
theories of politics ofrespectability, the dyad of blackness and performance, and the
Conveyor Belt Theory work in perfect combination to explain the regulation of black
athleticism. Controlling black presentation and black resistance to it still occur, as seen
with black athletes rebelling against sports teams' owners' mandates. In 2016, following
the example of Colin Kaepemick's kneeling, NFL players who were fed up with
extensive number of police brutality cases decided to stand up for their beliefs.
Kaepemick, the first NFL player to kneel during the 2016 season, served as an
encouragement for other athletes to follow his lead. As a result of his kneeling, he was
cut from the NFL despite leading the San Francisco 49ers to many wins and to the Super
Bowl in 2013. While evidently talented as a quarterback, the NFL's refusal to rehire him
was due to him using his body to speak out against police brutality. Kaepemick's protests
of police shootings against the black community have morphed into a question of
whether he even had the right to protest. NFL players' responses to police brutality have
divided the country on what is appropriate and what is unacceptable in terms of black
protest (Belson). Many people, from ordinary fans to the team owners to the nation's
president, did not agree with the players' choice to kneel, and this disdain led to firings or
threats of dismissal. While this peaceful protest during the national anthem should have
been centered on police brutality, the white-led national conversation resulted in
delegitimizingjurisdiction of black bodies and black protest, when it changed to a
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question of whether players were even allowed to protest on the field, in this manner or in
any other.
NFL Commissioner Roger Goodell viewed the NFL players' protest as
inappropriate and refused to acknowledge their right to kneel during the national anthem.
Apparently in response to disdain for black protest from the NFL's largely white fan
base, Goodell sided with the owners who were opposed to letting their players protest.
Goodell said in a letter to owners, "Like many of our fans, we believe that everyone
should stand for the national anthem ... the controversy over the anthem is a barrier to
having honest conversations and making real progress on the underlying issues" (Belson).
In other words, Goodell effectively viewed the players' actions as an obstacle to

maintaining white dominance. Interestingly, his concern was based on the appearances,
not on why the players were protesting. He thereby revealed that his ultimate concerns lie
in financial profits, not in the rights of the players, and certainly not in the injustices that
black players worked to highlight.
America has used black bodies for profit for generations, and this ideology
continues to manifest itself through the world of sports. Treating blacks as property, as
seen with professional sports teams' owners' unfair mandates, enables owners to
commodify black athletes. Owners are concerned with fan-pleasing presentation, so they
forbid kneeling in an attempt to make the black men appear tamer or controlled. Because
of the black players' decision to make a choice that is both contrary to those in power and
expressive of black self-control, society deems it as unacceptable. By putting these
concerns above those of his black players who want to express solidarity with the many
victims of police brutality, Goodell brought into focus the problem of racialized control.
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Goodell's response indicates that he demands his profit-oriented mandates to be followed
above what players want to do with their own bodies.
President Trump also had strong opinions about the players who decided to
protest. Trump's focus was also not on why the players were protesting; rather he was
focused on appearances. To Trump, kneeling during the national anthem was a sign of
disrespect. However, he himself showed a lack of respect for the players deciding to
protest by issuing mandates above their own choice to follow their First Amendment
right to free speech. Trump used his place of authority, and as a wielder of a collective
white gaze on black self-assertion, to declare what he thought was appropriate. As he
stated in a press conference, "'Get that son of a bitch off the field right now. Out. He's
fired! He's fired!"' (Belson). Owners who listened to Donald Trump's demands put his
concerns above those of their own players, and above their players' constitutional rights
as well. By listening to Trump, a man who will never be controlled by those in authority
on the basis of his race, as well as their largely white fan base, owners both gave Trump
influence over the situation and took away power and self-control from the players.
Miami Dolphins owner Stephen Ross initially supported his players' kneeling, but
then changed his mind to mandate that his players stand during the national anthem. Ross
listened obediently to Donald Trump's comments, which violently demanded that players
stand for the national anthem, or face being fired. Ross told the New York Dai~y News,
Overall, I think he [Trump] was trying to make a point, and his message became
what kneeling was all about. From that standpoint, that is the way the public is
interpreting it. So I think that's really incumbent upon us to adopt that. (Harriot)
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Interestingly enough, a white man can tell the country what a group of black men are
doing in a way that completely transforms their narrative. Trump's comment changed the
dialogue of what black men meant by speaking for them, which he did by telling the
public what their message supposedly is. This reaction by Trump and other NFL owners
has worked to condescendingly reframe black men's reasons for kneeling during the
national anthem. These white-male leaders sought to remove power the players
attempted to have over their own bodies and the unfortunate situation, thereby placing the
power of national narrative-making into white men's hands.
Since the players' kneeling for some caused discomfort, it led to those in power
using race-based tactics to gain authority again. Once again, if a black person did not
behave in ways that are considered appropriate, he was subjected to whatever one in
authority decides. NFL players voiced their disregard for the murder of blacks at the
hands of those who are supposed to protect and serve, but those in power have sought to
undermine their protests by changing their narrative and warning of potential firings.
These episodes continued the cycle of those in authority maintaining their power by way
of stereotype-driven mandates and threats, while those in supremacy also subjected
players who attempted to take ownership of their own bodies by kneeling to control and
force. When black athletes are perceived as threats in need of discipline, reasserting
domination also means depriving them of their collective voice. Even though this protest
effort intended to give a voice to the victims of police brutality, it also worked to take
away the players' own voice and decision-making when those in power once again
asserted control.
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However, when black America is struggling at the hand of police officers, it is
unrealistic to think that NFL players, who are seventy percent black, will stay silent. Bob
McNair, Houston Texans owner, gave his thoughts that NFL owners should not "let the
inmates run the prison" (Harriot). Not only does he imply (with thoroughly racist tropes,
considering the racial makeup of today's prison population) that players are inmates and
the NFL is the prison, but he also ushers in concerns of those who seek to enforce
regulations. Unlike NFL players, prisoners do not have control over their bodies, nor the
freedom to make decisions. McNair's comments suggest that players are not just
employees, but rather pieces of property. His perspective suggests that McNair and other
owners want their players for their profit-generating talent and abilities, and that they
want to effectively own them to such an extent that the players cannot express their own
outrage over injustices, nor their support for its victims. Owners want their players
subjected to the owners' viewpoints or attitudes, and ifthe players resist, they are
threatened with losing their jobs, fines, or extreme criticism.
Furthermore, the norm in society is for those in power to have direct access to
those who are considered property. Black athletes are subjected to whatever is deemed
acceptable to those in authority, and they are threatened if they do not fulfill their
"owners"' requests. Dallas Cowboys owner Jerry Jones has been very vocal and adamant
about his players standing for the anthem and not expressing any of their concerns for
police brutality. He expects his players to be tight lipped and obedient. Jones gave strict
orders that anyone who did not stand for the anthem would be benched (Belson). When
Damontre Moore raised his fist, a symbol of black power, at the end of the national
anthem, Jones did not even wait until the end of the season to cut Moore (Harriot). Jones
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has made it clear that he will not tolerate his players doing anything beyond his robotic
expectations of control. This expectation stems from what the owners believe is
acceptable for the players to do with their own bodies, especially when they use any parts
of their bodies to express rebellion. Not being in control of one's body and being
subjected to another's choices exemplifies the current racialized and gendered dynamic
of supremacy. It can be assumed that black athletes are to practice obedience to those in
power, even ifthat means going against their own wants, for if they do not then they are
punished.

As in Hurston's time, power dynamics in America often prevent black athletes'
attempts to show individuality or voice concerns that differ from the beliefs of those in
power. And so, those in authority continue to assert dominance over black players by
insisting on practices that inflict harm. Racial double standards become evident when
black athletes face criticism for not behaving in ways that are considered acceptable by
those dominant in society. This criticism is often applied to black athletes while their
white counterparts do not receive the same criticism. As in other realms, there is a higher
standard of etiquette for black athletes and when these standards imposed by governing
whites are not abided by, then there is severe criticism. Expectations of appropriateness,
subjection to the dominant gaze, and excessive regulations all played a part in controlling
Hurston's personhood. While heavily criticized for not abiding to society's expectations,
the same is true for modem day athletes. Professional athletes like Serena Williams,
Allen Iverson, Michael Jordan, and Colin Kaepemick found punishment in the form of
criticism, fines, and firings. Nevertheless, like Hurston, current black athletes find true
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power by resisting the limiting expectations often ascribed to them because of their race.
Higginbotham's, Hartman's, and Rhoden's theories in racism extend from the early
twentieth century to the twenty-first century. This historical continuity of black control
can be traced to view how dominant ideologies work together to usher in power of black
presentation of both athletes and Hurston.
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Control of Black Artistic Presentation: Langston Hughes and Percival Everett
In Langston Hughes's "The Negro Artist and the Racial Mountain," published in
1926, he addresses a subsection of black people who work to denounce their black
culture to take up what amounts to a white culture. In his personal essay, Hughes
introduces readers to a black poet wishing he could simply be a poet. Hughes examines
the young man's claims and determines that the fellow would in fact rather just be white.
Throughout his piece, he introduces different types of black people, but ultimately argues
for the embrace of black culture. Hughes criticizes American society's ranking of blacks
as subversive and their art as inept, and he ends with a call for acceptance of
unapologetically black art in whatever form it takes.
In our time, the denigration of black art through the dominant gaze still leads
many black artists to grapple with presentation. As evidenced in Hughes's essay, the
central issue the young poet faces is his struggle with being labeled a black poet due to
the negative connotations associated with the black race. Black Performance Theory
addresses this tension between "Blackness as a lived experience (performance),
and ... Blackness as a structural position" (Zondi 280), and it centers on the "performative
nature of culture ... the collision or juxtapositioning of differently racialized bodies ....
[and] identity politics" (Alexander xiv). This realm of theory provides understanding of
how blackness is imagined in and through performance and of how this performance is
often based on social and cultural contexts. While Hughes's 1926 publication traces the
difficulties the poet has on how to perform his blackness, this reoccurring issue for other
black artists has both transcended time and taken on new forms, resulting in the
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expectation that black artists address race in their art, with the added expectation that they
perform it in certain acceptable ways.
Percival Everett's 2001 novel Erasure follows Monk, a struggling black writer.
Monk goes through an internal battle between the kind of art he wants to present and the
kind of art that is expected from him as a black American. Everett presents an art world
that validates literary art by black writers if it fits into preconceived notions about the
black experience. Currently, black writers are urged to create art that aligns with the
majority culture's expectations of what they deem to be black society. Like Hughes,
Everett effectively argues that the white gaze is a gnawing existence at the forefront of all
black American art. Everett shows that while things have generally changed for black
American artists, the general power of the white gaze has not.
The white gaze pertains to the portrayal of minorities in a stereotypical manner to
satisfy those in the mainstream culture (Russell 57). Deborah Heggs usefully defines the
white gaze as "looking at the world through the eyes of a white person who has
undertones of, or is blatant in, their racism." As a result of the pervasiveness of this
societal gaze, and more than a century after Du Bois's introduced the concept, there
remains a double consciousness between who blacks know they are and who they are
expected to appear as. Erasure addresses this hegemonic infliction head on, echoing
Hughes's call for black artists to be who they are, and not who they are expected to be
according to white supremacy. Hughes and Everett both effectively argue that even
though blacks are aware of how they must present themselves to others if they are to gain
success in mainstream arenas, they can find freedom by resisting the dominant gaze and
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embracing black life fully, including all forms of genuine, non-stereotypical black artistic
express10n.
In Hughes's time, social stratifications overtly marked whiteness as superior and
blackness as substandard. Because of this view of the races, there was an impetus for
blacks, especially those from the middle and upper classes, to embrace a white identity.
When it came to black authors, this control of presentation centered on those dominant in
society defining black art as substandard. Essentially the art world approved art by black
writers if it conformed to what Hughes points out are basically white standards for artistic
merit. Therefore, this disassociation from blackness, particularly the rejection of black art
for the adoption of what amounted to white art, was embraced by various artists. Many
black artists rejected the notion of a black identity label to pursue one that would label
them as nothing but an artist. This rejection was due to the preconceived inferiority of
black people in general. Furthermore, this draw towards white aesthetics centers on the
assumption that any art that addresses black life is inadequate. In part, this rejection of
one's own race was due to blackness being associated with corruption (Ross 263). As a
forerunner of the Civil Rights movement, Hughes therefore urges black artists to embrace
blackness in their art to resist these racist expectations of society.
Hughes's issue with the young, black poet is that the poet shunned his blackness
in order to satisfy the expectant (white) literary circles of society. It is reputed that
Hughes's "The Negro Artist and the Racial Mountain" was based on a conversation
between him and Countee Cullen. Cullen was popular among both white and black
audiences, and he called for Hughes to not be a "racial artist" ("Countee Cullen"). Cullen
believed that art could be used to bridge the gap between blacks and whites, and he
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considered Hughes's practice of highlighting race in his work to be a factor in keeping
blacks and whites distant. In response, Hughes called for the examination of Cullen's
prejudiced claims, highlighting their roots in what amounts to white supremacist
ideology.
The poet in Hughes's essay takes up the biased narrative presented by society and
wants to be free from being linked to his race because such a link would result in his art
being deficient. The poet is quoted as saying, "I want to be a poet--not a Negro poet"
(91). To Hughes, this meant that the poet wanted to write like a white poet, and thus be a
white poet, and then finally be white (91 ). Hughes goes on to analyze the notion of
conforming to white standardizations, or what George Yancy calls the "transcendental
norm" (xxiii). Yancy argues that still today, "whiteness continues to function as the
'normative,' 'intrinsically valuable,' 'pure,' and 'god-like' (xv). Because whiteness is
still implicitly considered the best, blackness will on the contrary be "deemed the damned
of the earth, where it is it treated like excrement and refuse" (xv). Thus, it is still
commonly accepted that strides toward white culture will lead to reward because it is a
turning away from blackness and its supposed inferiority. In the cases of many artists, an
understanding of this ongoing dynamic calls into question the conditional acceptance by
those dominant in society.
This is the young poet's case, his wish to keep himself disassociated from a black
label and embrace a race-less classification instead, originates from the desire for
acceptance from a white audience. In contrast to the poet's intentions, Hughes charges
blacks to instead welcome their own culture and to steer away from the dominating
influence of white culture. As Hughes reveals, falling into the mold of dominant
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standardizations of artistic merit and subject matter is a shunning of one's blackness. It is
the refusal to be one's self as a black self, and it is allowing oneself and one's artistic
expression to be controlled by the influence of others. This pressure of presenting in a
nonblack manner results in a thrust toward whiteness and a loss of one's identity.
To help readers conceptualize both this embrace of whiteness and its costs to
black artists, Hughes outlines different groups of black people. By considering the poet's
background from a black middle-class family, Hughes breaks down their preferences as a
way to understand this family. In Gregory Pardlo's "Revisiting the Racial Mountain," he
argues that Hughes's marker for the shift towards whiteness is social class. Pardlo
analyzes Hughes's claims that black people from lower classes are more in touch with
black culture as opposed to wealthier black people. Because ofHughes's continual
references to class difference, Pardlo believes that this nonfiction story is filled with class
resentment. Pardlo suggests that Hughes directly shames the "young poet's desire to be
free from the stereotypical expectations of race precisely because he [Hughes] is selfconscious about his own growing alienation from the working class-due to his
education and rising literary star[ <lorn]." Pardlo's intent is to offer another view of the
young black poet. Pardlo believes that the young man does not want to be white, but
instead, Hughes finds fault with the poet's socioeconomic status because of Hughes' s
own discomfort with his rising income level.
Nevertheless, Hughes does not mention his income level; instead, he focuses on
the socioeconomic statuses of others to boost his argument that money leads to the
disassociation from blackness. Essentially, Hughes's argument is that the more educated
and financially secure a black person becomes, the more "[the] distance from labor
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weakens the power of racial imagination" (Pardlo ). Other black artists agree with
Hughes. Alain Locke's 1925 The New Negro suggests that the migration of blacks from
rural to urban areas led to black people's contact with mainstream values (Joyce 291 ).
This movement resulted in distance between diverse socioeconomic groups among the
black race. By grouping black families according to similar economic statuses, Hughes
finds that income level plays a significant role in how these families view the black artist,
and indeed their own blackness.
Hughes looks at the upper-class black family by way of pointing out that more
wealth will likely lead to more things white (92). This father is assigned a white-collar
job, and if the mother works, she is also given a white-collar job. If not, she is assumed to
"do nothing and have a maid" (92). These professions are linked to clear distinctions of
education and wealth. Hughes does not mention the parents' educational background, but
it is evident that they are college educated. Still today, higher education is a strong factor
in closing the black-white income gap, as indicated in the example of upper-class blacks,
and yet, as demonstrated by Everett's protagonist-who has a doctor for a father and a
mother who hasn't had to work-college education and the elevated class status that it
provides also still encourage a movement away from oneself as a black self ("Higher
Education").
Similarly, the father ofHughes's poet's middle-class family has found success
working as a steward for a white club, a job that was held in high regard. Also, the
mother lives a more luxurious life than others. Hughes states, "The mother sometimes
does fancy sewing or supervises parties for the rich families of the town" (91 ). She has a
trade that enables her to avoid physically demanding labor, unlike most blacks in the
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early twentieth century. Mary Ann Watt, et al., detail the commonality of blacks working
blue collar jobs during the first half of the twentieth century. According to the U.S.
Bureau of the Census from 1920-1930, the majority of the black population was
employed in domestic and personal services. These jobs included general laborers, and
people working in the steel, textile, railroad, and metal industries. Therefore, as in upperclass black households, the professions of the poet's mother and father also distance them
from other blacks, who were more likely to work physically demanding blue-collar jobs.
This distance from other blacks is what leads this family to be what Hughes
describes as "smug, contented, respectable folk, members of the Baptist church" (91).
Henceforth, because of their professions and middle-class economic level, more
opportunities arise for interactions with white persons. Their children even attend a
mixed school (91). By directly interacting with white people, the family begins to further
ascribe both higher worth to whiteness and lower worth to blackness; their performance
of blackness thus amounts to a downplaying of it. Saidi ya Hartman notes that this
"performing blackness" is based on racialized performances of black people. She writes,
"I have opted to use the term 'performing blackness' as a way of illuminating the
entanglements of dominant and subordinate enunciations of blackness" (57). This scale of
higher-performing blackness and lower-performing blackness is a ranking given to blacks
based on a racist society. Therefore, the performing of acceptable blackness leads to the
upper-class family performing not a thorough denial of their blackness, but rather a sort
of blackness that is modeled after whiteness. The father tells his children, "Look how
well a white man does things" (91). The mother also encourages the children to
disassociate from blackness. She states, '"Don't be like niggers'" when the children
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misbehave (91). In the case of both middle-class and upper-class black families, thanks
to the proximity to whiteness afforded by class elevation, the children are in effect taught
that to perform their identities acceptably, they must strive to be white, or at least as
white as possible.
In these ways, attributing higher regard to whiteness has ultimately led Hughes's
young black poet to disassociate from his race and allowed the controlling influence of
others to link his blackness to insufficiency. His family's distancing of themselves from
other blacks and drawing towards whites has led to the artist defining himself according
to white American standardizations and turning away from black culture. This is in part
why Hughes writes that the poet wants to be white-he wants to perform as a poet as if
he isn't black.
Because of the family's distance from other blacks and the family's ascribing of
higher worth to the white race, the young poet begins to dislike himself. This internalized
racism is rooted in the family's higher social class status, which results in increased
interactions with white people and ultimately the negative narrative that influences the
meaning-making construction of all things black. The family's views about race leave the
children suppressing their blackness: "the word white comes to be unconsciously a
symbol of all virtues. It holds for the children beauty, morality, and money" (91 ). And so,
the children are overtly taught that white is equivalent to excellence and black is
equivalent to mediocrity at best. The essay's lessons echo the messages circulating
outside the text. For example, Carolyn Gerald discusses how "the moral and aesthetic
associations of black and white have been mixed up with race" (83). Such binary
associations with color lead to a negative view of the black race while in tum; the view of
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white race has a more positive outlook, leading upwardly aspiring black people to
perform in ways that suppress the social fact of their blackness.
The family even incorporates white life into their home because of its assumed
superiority, which ultimately reverberates with Gerald's assertion that the connotative
meanings of black and white carry significance regarding race. The family reads "white
papers and magazines," demonstrating how it values white literature over black words
(91 ). Because black art is not introduced into the home, it is no surprise that the young
poet finds white writing to be superior. In tum, the influence of white art in the home
hinders his perception of himself. This image of white art's preeminence is linked to how
"[t]he white man has developed a myth of superiority based on images which compare
him symbolically with the black man ... Zero image has for a long time meant the
repression of our [blacks'] peoplehood" (Gerald 83). The denial of black art in the home
leads to the children's lack of appreciation for both the black race and black art, resulting
in an adult poet who, when he says he just wants to be a poet instead of a black poet, in
effect means that he wants to be a white poet.
Because of hegemonic racial constructs that posit whiteness as superior, the
children are taught to embrace whiteness; the children eventually want to become white
(91). Hughes argues, then, that the way ofraising children in black middle-class and
upper-class homes hinders children and prevents them from seeing beauty in the black
race. If they do see the beauty of blackness, it is met with shame because it is considered
substandard by society.
Because whiteness is so revered in this hypothetical upper-class family, the father
even performs his movement away from his own blackness by marrying a lighter-skinned
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woman, who presumably has other white features. This notion that Hughes references is a
form of colorism, which is "prejudice or discrimination against individuals with a dark
skin tone, typically among people of the same ethnic or racial group" ("Colorism"). Not
only does this father seek to distance himself from other blacks through his spousal
choice, it is also an embrace toward whiteness. The upper-class family continues to
present themselves in a particular way for acceptance by white people, thus succumbing
to the controlling influence of those dominant in society.
The family seeks to incorporate everything white into their lives, including by
going to white movies and churches. Their goal is to physically separate themselves from
other blacks. Hughes uses a common alternative term for racial whiteness of his time by
describing them as having "Nordic manners, Nordic faces, Nordic hair, Nordic art (if
any)" (92). It is not that the family is white, but Hughes references Nordics, who are
typically blond with fair skin, to suggest to readers that the family reaches as close to
whiteness as they can. The Nordics are a metaphor for the family's self-imposed yet
socially encouraged distance from other blacks. Being that Nordics commonly live in
mountainous areas, Hughes hints at a mountain of distance from black reality that the
upper and middle-class families experience (Nike!). For Hughes, artists who come from
such backgrounds are unable to influence other blacks positively because of the "racial
mountain" that stands before them, keeping them from embracing blackness while
drawing towards loving whiteness.
On the other hand, Hughes presents "low-down folks," who represent most blacks
(92). They are those who embrace and find joy in their blackness. They are not well-off
and are properly humble. Hughes confirms their normalcy: "The people who have their
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hip of gin on Saturday nights and are not too important to themselves or the community,
or too well fed, or too learned to watch the lazy world go around. They live on Seventh
Street in Washington or State street in Chicago" (92). These people in black communities
are influenced by black ways of life. They are not interested in white culture or in
pleasing whites, as compared to the other groups addressed earlier. They are vivacious
and exuberant. They are not subdued, but instead, "Their joy runs, bang! Into ecstasy.
Their religion soars to a shout" (92). Hughes wants the readers to understand these people
as lively and carefree because they are not under the limiting influence of seeking
approval or being subjected to the governing limitations associated with their race,
especially by those that devalue it.
This rejection of clinging to white culture is apparent in the group's concern for
their black identity. While described as a passionate bunch, they also have a basic
understanding of themselves that results in appreciation for their way oflife. Hughes
writes, "They furnish a wealth of colorful, distinctive material for any artist because they
still hold their own individuality in the face of American standardizations" (92). Hughes
argues that this group's drawing away from white culture toward black life is their form
of self-love. By finding beauty in their race, it is obvious that they care about their
distinctiveness as black people.
Hughes describes lower-class black life positively in order to argue that by
breaking free from the mold of"American standardizations," black people, including
black artists, can seek solace in all things black (92). The move towards not defining
blackness as inept is linked with embracing one's identity as a black person, rather than
rejecting it. Hughes believes that from this group will come the next great Negro artist,
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because he is truly accepting of his race and culture. This artist finds beauty in blackness
and is not subjected to caring about others who define his blackness and black art as less
than merely because it is black.
However, this does not mean the artist will be free from racially denigrating
expectations of artistic performance. Black artists are told to perform in certain ways in
order to gain approval from the black race as well. Hughes indicates that upper-class
blacks restrict black artists in that those from a higher class will tell the artist what to do
(92). Only when a white person has accredited worth to the art is the Negro artist revered
by people in his own race (93). This persisting problem, presented perhaps for the first
time by Hughes, is the lack of support that the Negro artist who would depict and
celebrate actual lower-class black life finds even from people within their own
community. Thus, the control of presentation is connected to black artists effectively
implementing whiteness, for black art was believed to not have value until it became
popular among whites (Yost 1317).
Because many blacks hoping to scale society's social ladder have been
predisposed to consider whiteness as superior, there has long been a movement away
from all things black. This includes art that expresses anything recognizably black.
Hughes uses an example of a Negro clubwoman who would rather pay for an expensive
ticket to see a white woman perform than for a popular black musician (93). She refers to
the black musician, Clara Smith, as "that woman," which indicates a lack ofrespect or
reverence for the singer simply because of her skin color. The instilling of the preference
for whiteness has left her indifferent at best and displeased at worst about anything that
pushes itself away from whiteness. Anything "too Negro" is not good enough. Thus, the
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Negro artist was expected to present him or herself in a particular manner. This
expectation came from both white and black audiences: "The Negro artist works against
an undertow of sharp criticism and misunderstanding from his own group and
unintentional bribes from whites" (94). For blacks, he is responsible for presenting a
good image of blacks; for whites, he is responsible for fulfilling negative stereotypes
about them. He is stuck in presenting an image of what is deemed appropriate among
both races. Ifhe does not do so, he is subject to criticism.
In a similar vein, Paul Laurence Dunbar in his article "Negro in Literature,"
written right before the turn of the twentieth century, details his conversation with a
reporter. The reporter asks Dunbar, "In the poetry written by Negroes, which is the
quality that will most appear, something native and African in every way different from
the verse of Anglo-Saxons, or something that is not unlike what is written by white
people?" (172) The reporter intended to label black art as either following an African or
white aesthetic. In return, Dunbar asks the reporter, "I hope you are not one of those who
hold the Negro down to a certain kind of poetry" (172). This conversation between a
popular black artist and reporter is a brief glimpse into early attempts to categorize black
art, which Hughes was in effect also trying to do. Both writers show that there was
already a focus on restraining the Negro artist to classifications of one's race, as well as
the demand that the artist please both white and black audiences.
Despite blacks who link excellence to whiteness and white editors and publishers
who work to prevent the next great Negro artist from embracing genuine blackness,
Hughes is still hopeful. As Hughes' own later career demonstrates, greatness results from
the black artist breaking free from others' expectations and embracing a more genuine
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black identity and culture. Gerald argues that we still need a fearless representation of
black art. Without this acceptance of black art, black people will question their worth and
existence (83). Hughes's example of the woman at the club represents so many other
blacks who even today want to be close to whiteness, as if it will boost their worth. To
her, the job of the Negro artist is to present her "as near white in soul as she wants to be"
(95). A great Negro artist, in the eyes of some, is one who wants to transition towards
whiteness. To the contrary, Hughes concludes his essay with the encouragement to not
care who approves of the black artists' work, black or white, for there is freedom in
accepting oneself as a distinctively black artist and reaching the top of the metaphorical
mountain.

New Limitations of the Black Artist
Unfortunately, in specific ways, conditions have not greatly changed for black
artists in America from the early twentieth century to the start of the twenty-first century.
While in 1957, Richard Wright predicted that America's intention to assimilate blacks to
the dominant culture would impact black writers in that their style would change as
America's view of blacks changed, we have yet to see a substantial change in America's
attitude towards black artists. Joyce argues that black Americans, especially middle-class
black people, have adopted the white mainstream's lifestyles and ideology (292). The
challenges and struggles faced by black artists in prior times are still continual pressures
that black artists encounter in their work and daily lives today.
There remains this view within American society that black art must fit within a
certain category; this lens is used to limit the opportunities and presentation of black
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artistic expression. As noted earlier, Everett's Erasure follows Monk, a struggling black
writer. Monk's inner conflict is that he desires to present a type of art that is not accepted
from him as a black author. Monk does not find success until he produces a satirical
novel about exceedingly stereotypical urban black characters, initially and sardonically
entitled My Pafology, then bluntly entitled Fuck. The novel follows Van Go Jenkins, an
unemployed, black, high school dropout. Van Go represents typecast black males: he is
unmotivated, overly sexualized, dangerous, and simpleminded. His hyper-sexualization is
evidenced in his multiple children by multiple women and his urgent desires to sleep
around. Van Go's violence manifest$ in raping women and his senseless murder of a
store clerk. His lack of intelligence is also apparent in his chapter titles, "Won, Too, Free,
Fo." Monk's Van Go is a nod to Richard Wright's Native Son's main character, Bigger
Thomas, who like Van Go also finds himself in a series of crimes. In Monk's novelwithin-a-novel, his satiric intentions are missed by largely white audiences because he
displays a view of blackness that is accepted and appreciated within American society,
even though it is contradictory to who he is as an artist, and even though Van Go is a
grotesque conglomeration of stereotypes about black masculinity. The readers' failure to
notice obvious racism points to a society that subscribes to the representation of
blackness that Monk has created. A much earlier black author, Charles Chesnutt, refers to
this restriction in his article, "Negro in Books," where he pointed out that the majority of
books published during the early twentieth century that dealt with blacks depicted them
as slaves. He urged the presentation of different narratives for blacks. Similarly, while
narratives that portray black people in many other guises have now gained acceptance,
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new limiting stereotypes of blacks continue to push for the representation of blacks as
deviant and deficient.
Furthermore, this regulation of black artistic performance continues to be centered
on exhibiting a level of blackness that is acceptable for both a white and black audience.
During the twenty-first century, black people are still subjected to stereotypes that are
used to measure their level of supposedly genuine blackness. However, this minstrel
measure is used as a tool to keep them in a state of victimhood and hinder their
progression and positive contributions to society. In particular, black men are subjected to
the expectations of a society that labels them as dangerous, explosive, and
unsympathetic. In her analysis of contemporary black masculinity, bell hooks examines
the stereotypical ideas about black men as presenting a "cool" persona. Everett's
distinction between what hooks defines as black men who perform a "cool pose" and
those who instead self-define is evident through his initial presentation of Monk. hooks
credits the emergence of hip hop with the embrace of black men accepting a coolness that
is rooted in stereotypical assumptions about race and gender; black men themselves see
the validation of such stereotypes and thus, they sometimes in effect perform them. This
adoption ofa capitalist, white supremacist and patriarchal musical culture's mores is
linked to emotional immaturity that "is about a detached, removed, nonchalant sense of
being" (143). This new narrative of coolness leaves black men trapped in a cycle of
violence, and the only way to supersede this cycle is through the breaking of assumptions
given by those dominant in society.
One might not think that a well-educated literary author would also be tempted to
enact such a stereotypical form of identity, but Everett shows that thanks to the ongoing
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pervasiveness of stereotyping expectations of black performance, such a person can
indeed be so tempted. As the novel opens, and contrary to stereotypical limitations, Monk
is a self-assured man who follows his own interests outside of society's expectations as a
black man, and as an author. For Monk, being an intellectual, with interests that would
register with no one as "black," is his defining characteristic. In fact, Monk introduces
himself to readers as an intellectual, then as a black man. He does not believe in the
construct of race; however, he also acknowledges that this does not mean that others will
not (2). Monk does know that America has restrictions for black people in that there is a
recurring pressure to fulfill associated stereotypes given to blacks. Because of Monk's
interests and personality, which differ greatly from those stereotypically associated with
black masculinity, he often feels as ifhe must prove his blackness, and that he must do so
to both white and black people (2). Everett incorporates several scenes of Monk's
awareness of his black presentation. Some scenes humorously detail, for example, his
uncertainty in how to respond to "What's up?" from a black man (179), while other
moments trace racial prejudices (261 ). As a result, Monk is continuously faced with the
pressure of performing in ways that appear black enough through society's eyes.
In Monk's professional life, and in a way that echoes Hughes' poet, he finds
difficulties with the governing influence of society labeling him as a black artist, instead
of as just an artist. Within the literary community, Monk has found limited success.
After receiving another rejection for his current intellectually dense manuscript on
Aristophanes and Euripides, two Ancient Greek playwrights, his agent, Yul tells Monk
that "you're not black enough" (43). Because of his book cover jacket and his too
complicated style of writing, publishers saw a disconnect. Simply put, it was perceived
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that his writing material did not match his skin color. The expectations for black men
have labeled them as unintelligent and unable to produce such well-written works as
those Monk produces.
Society restricts black people to enactment of a particular performance, one that
actually results in a form of passing. Bryant Keith Alexander's Pe1:forming Black
Masculinity: Race, Culture, and Queer Identity demonstrates that the performative

function of passing is related to acceptance or denial of mainstream culture. The ability to
perform blackness and to pass for "black enough" hinges on the "set of social and
performative executions of identity that maintain a farce in human social relations" (71 ).
Today, this passing is not rooted in the desire to appear white enough to gain acceptance
by the white community, rather it is the intention to appear stereotypically black enough
to gain acceptance by the white society. Because Monk has not properly performed his
blackness by submitting to societal restrictions, he is "punished" by not getting published,
or when he does, by having his work more or less ignored.
Similar to hooks's discussion of black men's "cool personas," Alexander explains
that cultural performances are the "fulfillment of cultural traditions that build community
or reappropriate racial stereotypes ... " (72). In Monk's case, his success as an author is
built into claiming a cool pose related to black masculinity. hooks describes this new
form of black masculinity that presents an image of the black man as sufficiently black in
society's eyes. She explains how "[m]uch hip-hop culture is mainstream because it is just
a black minstrel show" (142). She also argues that the modem black man who agrees to
perform such a mode of black masculinity is too focused on being cool, which leads to
traits that mirror that of"sociopaths and psychopaths; it's all about disassociation," from
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one's own emotions, from caring about others, and from being productive members in
society (143). It is this type of black man that Monk refuses to be early on, thus rejecting
society's controlling influence on his self-presentation.
Monk thoroughly understands that because of his interests and the way he carries
himself, he is deemed not black enough. Readers are thus introduced to a black man who
has freedom in presentation, but not one who has gained much success in artistic terms.
Gerald's "The Black Writer and His Role" stresses the utility of the term image. Gerald
emphasizes the importance of the black writer having a positive self-image; a distorted
image of one's self will lead to a harmful reshaping of reality (81 ). She states, "Image is a
term which we are using more and more in the black community because we are
discovering that the image we have of ourselves controls what we are capable of' (81 ).
She urges black artists to not fall victim to a presentation that seeks to please those
dominant in society, which in tum results in other blacks believing the restrictive
narrative. Instead, black artists should be in charge of presenting the image they wish for
other people to see. Therefore, acquiring agency over one's image enables the black artist
to gain power over his or her life and shun the expectations of society. Because the black
artist lives in a white-dominated society, the artist will see negative images of himself or
herself (83 ). Therefore, it is crucial for black artists to view themselves positively by not
accepting the negative image given to blacks in society. Gerald effectively echoes
Hughes's commentary here, and Everett shows that even with an artist like Monk who
does initially shun such demeaning conceptions of himself, they nevertheless can be all
too alluring.
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By straying away from acceptability of himself in terms of his race, Monk has
marked for himself a successful career in academia. Monk's image is one that rejects the
narrative given to his race and gender. It is arguable that Monk's denunciation of the
restraints of presentation enables him to break free from the limiting roles assigned to
black men by society, even ifthat means his efforts as an artist gamer very little praise.
Even though Monk does continually question ifhe presents a stereotypically "black
enough" presentation, he has still managed to be himself, even though it does not fall in
line with society's expectations of a black male.
However, this sense of self changes when Monk enters a bookstore with his sister,
and he decides to see if some of his books are there. After searching for some time, he
finds one in the African American Studies section. According to Monk, his contemporary
fiction book based on a Greek tragedy has nothing to do with African American Studies,
except for his book jacket cover, which contains a photo of him (28). It is then that Monk
finds We 's Lives In Da Ghetto, an offensively racist interpretation of black life (28-29).
Monk refers to the book as "a display of watermelon-eating, banjo-playing darkie
carvings and a pyramid of Mammy cookie jars" (29). To make matters worse, Monk
finds out that the author received three million dollars for her book. It is evident that this
type of book, one that stereotypically presents black life, is one that is highly celebrated
by publishers. Aytemis Depci and Bi.ilent C. Tanritanir proclaim that "Ghetto stories
which tell stereotyped blackness according to the expectations of the society become the
only types of books that African-American writers are allowed to write if they want their
works to be sold" (282). Monk knows, but has also resisted, this knowledge. However,
along with other sudden events in his life, seeing his book in the African American
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Studies section, ridiculously shelved along with We 's Lives In Da Ghetto, sparks a
change in him.
Because of his mother's worsening Alzheimer's disease and his sister's death,
Monk is forced to become the primary caregiver for his mother. He leaves his job on the
West coast to help his mother, but he needs a source of income after his move. Thus,
Monk creates a novel like We 's Lives In Da Ghetto called My Pafology, later titled Fuck.
In his shame, Monk understands that he can never put his name to such a blatantly
offensive book, so he creates a pseudonym, Stagg R. Leigh (61). Stagg R. Leigh or
Stagger Lee is a reference to an actual murder in 1895 in St. Louis, Missouri. A dispute
between William Lyons and "Stag" Lee Sheldon broke out in a bar and ended with
Sheldon shooting and killing Lyons ("The Legend of 'Stagger Lee' is Born"). In recent
times, Stagger Lee has come to represent a hypermasculine person and a stereotype for
black men.
Furthermore, Stagg becomes more than just Monk's pen name, for he also
becomes an alter ego for Monk to perform, a "cool pose," in hooks's terms. When My
Pafology gains attention, Monk is asked to become more vocal about his book. Monk's

performed identity, a sort of postmodern blackface, parallels a stereotyped black male
presented in corporatized hip-hop culture for the purposes of boosting revenue. Monk in
effect becomes a minstrel while communicating with people for his book, performing in a
way that demonstrates the historical continuity of white control of black art and
entertainment (156-157). Even though Monk says that he will "not put on an act for her
[Paula Baderman, the editor]" (153), he does.
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Stagg represents a cool black male, and thus, the kind of black man people want
to see. Stagg is a former criminal who is detached, harsh, and uninviting, while Monk is
an intellectual who enjoys fishing, woodworking, reading, and writing. Like Van Go,
Stagg fulfills the presentation of black masculinity typically seen in media because it's
usually preferred by primarily non-black audiences. hooks notes in her book Reel to Real:

Race, Sex and Class at the Movies that black filmmakers make films that will appeal to
larger audiences, particularly the white audience, which results in producing familiar,
stereotypical images of blackness (72). This accommodating appeal to the masses also
transfers to literary circles, as evidenced by Monk's Van Go.
Brian Yost's "The Changing Same: The Evolution of Racial Self-definition and
Commercialization" examines Everett's Erasure as well as W.E.B Du Bois's The Souls

o_(Black Folk. Yost details the impact white American culture has on commanding the
production of black art. He argues that "white society will never willingly permit black
Americans to control the production of their cultural identities" (1322). This in tum
results in stereotypical images of blacks' identity presented through the lens of the white
gaze. Yost explains that this "racial profiling extends to the area of commercial cultural
representation through white domination of mass-media production and distribution"
(1316). For whites these stereotypical images become the assumed reality of blacks, and
for blacks the production and replication of these images become the only route toward
extensive acceptance and financial success.
Monk's stereotyped presentation of black masculinity allows him to become more
marketable, as it works toward the promotion of his book. When Monk appears as Stagg
on Kenya Dunston's show to endorse his book, he is terse, only giving brief answers
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(249). However, after Dunston reads from Fuck, the audience responds with approval.
Yul's thumbs-up after the interview lets Monk know that he has in effect succeeded in
presenting a minstrel depiction of a black man. hooks confirms that the minstrelsy Monk
presents fits the preferred narrative of black men given by those dominant in society.
hooks argues that "black artists should produce art that challenges colonial imperialist
paradigms of black identity which represent blackness one-dimensionally in ways that
reinforce and sustain white supremacy" (qtd. in Depci and Tanritanir 283). Resisting the
limiting narrative given to blacks will negatively impact black artists' success in the
literary market. Thus, black artists who seek prosperity and accolades are limited in their
works due to the expectations of the market. These expectations are rooted in ongoing
white supremacist expectations of how black Americans should act.
Black artistic identity is controlled by white society's perception of blackness
because the white mainstream must first accept black artists on their own terms. In
another example, Monk becomes involved in a book committee for The Book Award.
This assignment centers on Monk and others reading through an assortment of books in
order to find the best one for the award. There is a moment when Monk's fellow, allwhite, judges praise Fuck and provide their own interpretation of the book: "The energy
and savagery of the common black is so refreshing in the story" (254). Not only does the
group praise the book for producing the story of the "common black," but the group also
celebrates the book as the "best novel by an African American in years" (254). When
Monk tries to later criticize the book, he, despite being a black person, is shot down and
told that his interpretation of the novel is incorrect because the novel is so authentic
(261). Once again, Everett's satire demonstrates that white society imposes a narrative for
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black society to prevent blacks from defining themselves (Yost 131 7). Therefore, even
attempts by black artists to define themselves can become transformed by white
audiences; Monk's novel receives no recognition as satire.
The failure to view Monk's novel as satire stems from society's preconceived
notions about the black race. Because the exceedingly racist representation of Monk's
Van Go Jenkins resembles a common narrative given to black men in books, television
shows, and movies, the committee views the book as completely accurate. The
information people gather about blacks from media portrayals becomes the perception of
blacks. Narissra M. Punyanunt-Carter comments that the negative images of blacks on
television will change, reinforce, or conceive opinions about blacks (241 ). This is true
with Monk's Fuck. It is typical to see depictions of blacks that relate stereotypes. As
Punyanunt-Carter further explains, cultivation theory offers "explanation of the way
individuals organize social reality and make social judgments of the world" (245). In
particular, people are likely to believe in portrayals they see in media, as the portrayals
become the standard for people's real-life perceptions. Representing people based on
racial stereotypes can thus cause a false view of them as individuals (Depci and
Tanritanir 282). This process is important in understanding the narratives presented about
blacks in that they can alter people's perception of the race, as seen with Monk's Fuck.
Initially Monk maintains a sharp distinction between his assumed persona and
real identity; however, the personalities gradually merge, as Monk takes on a black
identity performance that he originally resisted. Everett uses first person throughout
Erasure to provide an inside look into the psyche of Monk; however, when Monk
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transforms into Stagg, the narration shifts to third person to register Monk's distance
from his authentic self (Depci and Tanritanir 290).
Early on, Everett clearly contrasts Stagg and Monk based on their presentations.
Monk is relatively carefree and does what pleases him, yet by the end of the book, he too
has become like the personified Stagg, a performer of stereotypical black masculinity.
Monk eventually accepts the expectations of society and welcomes the cool pose: "there
was no such person and yet there was me and he was me" (Everett 242). In preparation
for lunch with Morgenstein, the movie producer for Fuck, Monk gets ready in front of the
mirror and sees himself as Stagg. Monk questions the duality of black identity
performances, the option of performing as oneself or as others want one to perform
(Depci and Tanritanir 293). Monk's alter ego Stagg pointedly contrasts with his real
identity as the one that he must present to be a financially successful literary author
accepted and praised by white America. As Monk performs successfully as Stagg and the
money and accolades roll in, he becomes indifferent to those around him by hiding
himself in his home. He basically disassociates from his brother and is left without a
personal connection to his mother due to her memory loss. Finally, when Fuck is
announced as winner of the prestigious Book Award, Monk makes his way on stage to
confront the systems oflimitations placed on black artists. In Monk's conversation with
his alter ego, Stagg, Stagg states, "Now you're free of illusion ... " (264). The attempted
erasure of his identity by society comes to a halt. By Monk directly addressing that he
now is Stagg, the cool pose representing a stereotypical black man, he could confront the
assumptions of black authorship and expectations placed on black artists. However, he
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fails to do so, and he goes on to accept the award in the guise that is more or less no
longer a guise of Stagg R. Leigh.

Monk's effective demise at the end of Erasure is a direct commentary by Everett
on the current societal expectations of black artists. They are encouraged to present a
persona that translates to being black enough to find acceptance. This persona is often
based on racist rhetoric that ascribes an assumption of inferiority to the whole black race.
Hughes also comments on the similar challenges black authors faced during the early
twentieth century. While both Hughes's young poet and Everett's Monk face pressure to
be a "black artist," they would rather just be considered an artist. Even though society
now pushes black artists to write in ways that confirm stereotypes about black people, as
opposed to society's former push for black artists to write like white artists, it is clear that
both the poet and Monk face pressure based on their racial membership that white authors
have not and will not face.
Furthermore, these expectations from both white and black audiences for black
artists to fulfill a certain narrative becomes a heavy weight to bear that in tum leads to
many black people shunning their own, more genuine identity. I would argue that while
time has passed, and black artists are now often appreciated for providing what seems
like authentic representations of working-class black life, the expectations that black
authors fulfill societal demands have not gone away. At the forefront remains the control
of black self-performance. The only way to free one's self from these restrictions is by
doing what Hughes states outright, with a strong clear voice: "We younger Negro artists
who create now intend to express our individual dark-skinned selves without fear or
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shame. If white people are pleased we are glad. If they are not, it doesn't matter. . .If
colored people are pleased we are glad. If they are not, their displeasure doesn't matter
either" (95). As Everett also ultimately suggests, the path to freedom for the black artist is
to resist and break through dominant expectations of themselves, which they can do by
producing art that reflects whatever kind of person, black or otherwise, they happen to be.
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Conclusion

Over the course of United States' history, black people have been marginalized
members of American society. Their struggles for social justice have been hindered by
attempts to hold back black progress through the management of black people. Because
of entrenched institutionalized racism, black Americans have remained subordinate. As
black Americans have fought for equality, there has been continual resistance to hinder
their progress. Texts written by Richard Wright, Zora Neale Hurston, and Langston
Hughes delineate both this desire for equality and the limiting white gaze, while the
arenas of contemporary black experience that I have examined here demonstrate the
persistence of white control over black freedom, expression and progression.
My intent with this project has been to examine certain connections in African
American thought and experience from nearly a century ago to the present. Specifically, I
have demonstrated that nonfiction pieces written by Wright, Hurston, and Hughes serve
as comparative sketches to current times, helping to illuminate certain ways that white
power continues to operate. I argue that in certain significant ways, conditions have not
greatly changed for blacks in America from the early twentieth century to the start of
twenty-first century. These authors offer both clear evidence that the challenges and
struggles faced by blacks in prior times remain continual problems that present-day
blacks encounter in their daily lives today; they also offer insight and advice that can still
help to ameliorate such conditions. All three authors also offer evidence that while white
America generally seeks the submission of black Americans, black people have always
reacted with creative resistance, while maintaining an insistence on the variety, validity
and vitality of distinctly black modes ofliving. There are clear and certain restraints
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America continues to enforce upon black Americans as an effort to bend them into
submission. Blacks continue to be subjected to a list of unwritten rules to abide by in
order to properly, and often safely, navigate through largely white American social
spaces.
Thus, the messages of Wright, Hurston, and Hughes continue to speak directly to
readers. Their nonfiction essays are exemplary and cautionary stories for blacks in the
past and in the present. Wright's "The Ethics of Living Jim Crow" recounts his struggles
of working in the long-ago south as a black man. He tells of the "correct" way to behave
around whites and the dangers of not doing so and offers an inside look into his internal
struggle between submission and defiance in a harshly white supremacist setting. Boots
Riley's film Sorry to Bother You parallels Wright's experiences in that the movement of
protagonist Cassius Green through the white-collar workforce is centered on using his
white voice in order to gain acceptance and move up the telemarketing company's ladder.
Cassius's struggles mirror Wright's in that they both are expected to act certain ways to
survive the racist workplace. Through careful reading of Wright's essay, one can better
see both the persistence of current forms of white control of black workers and how they
operate. While V\Fright centers his nonfiction piece on the basis of his personal story, his
essay describes the influences oflarge social forces at play. His experience of oppressive
encounters are shared by many other black workers in contemporary times.
Hurston's "How It Feels to Be Colored Me" unapologetically proclaims her
blackness and asserts control of her own identity and being. While the white gaze is a
constant issue with Hurston and athletes like Williams, the power of the black body
comes from not subjecting one's self to the imposed standards of value. Hurston
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concludes her essay by claiming her own identity. She states, "At certain times I have no
race, I am me. I have no separate feeling about being an American citizen and colored"
(216). By not claiming a race, she affirms an identity that is separate from societal
expectations. Likewise, many black athletes in modem times contend with society's
control over their bodies and identities. Athletes like Serena Williams, Allen Iverson, and
Colin Kaepemick have been exposed to criticism, fines, and firings due to their revolt
against controlling expectations. However, this rebellion has enabled many black athletes
to stake a claim in their personhood. This tum from societal expectations allows for black
athletes to understand who they are without the white gaze and find love and acceptance
of their black identity, much like Hurston did nearly a century beforehand.
In Hughes's "The Negro Artist and the Racial Mountain," he argues for the
embrace of black American culture and self-acceptance, particularly for artists. He
wanted blacks to be comfortable accepting their own identity, however contradictory to
societal norms. Percival Everett's Erasure argues for the similar reception of one's own
identity, even if it goes against society's expectations. While Hughes's aim was for black
cultural acceptance, Everett urges for the embrace of one's personhood, even if it is not a
push towards stereotypically black mannerisms. Everett's main character, Monk, finds
that by not presenting a cool black male pose, he will struggle in the literary publishing
field. However, when Monk presents a minstrel image of a black man through his alter
ego Stagg R. Leigh, the presumed author of the racist novel within a novel, Monk finds
success. At the end of Erasure, Monk loses himself in his attempt to gain literary
recognition. Both Hughes and Everett comment on this complex black performance
expectation that results in many black artists rejecting their true identities in order to
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make others satisfied. Hughes's essay from the early twentieth century reflects the
persisting control of black performance many black artists still encounter today. Hughes
and Everett encourage black artists to become free from the heavy weight of societal
hopes by producing art that they choose to create, not out of fear of displeasing others.
Overall, the primary theme of Wright's, Hurston's, and Hughes's essays is that of
rebellion. While they all recount situations where control was taken over their black
bodies or identities, they urge black readers to resist such societal restraints. Latter day
rebellious people like Riley, Everett, and black athletes also encourage black persons to
resist societal restraints. This connection from the past to present times is suggestive of
historical continuity. I have provided clarity and an explanation of this resistance in my
thesis. I believe that these author's works are still used in literary studies because their
messages surpass time, and the phenomenon of racial supremacy is still a reoccurring
problem.
This thesis reports on the continuing impacts of white issued control over black
persons in America. This subjugation of black workers, athletes, and artists is a
continuing occurrence; however, this control extends to other parameters of black life. As
I was conducting research, I became more aware of the different forms of white
supremacist jurisdiction that continues to thwart black progression. 1 found that further
research in these terms on the black American experience could trace the historical
continuity of control experienced by black people, such as black health and black home
ownership. DC Ewbank has traced black health and morality from 1850 to 1940 and
found incredibly high rates of infant mortality. While things have improved, health
inequalities are vastly different among the races. For instance, black women are still two
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to six times more likely to die in childbirth compared to white women. These high
numbers of mother and infant mortality rates seem to be inconsistent with such a
developed country as America (Flanders-Stepans ). Black home ownership is another
vexed realm, and such ownership has actually declined in recent years. Due to
government policies, foreclosures, discrimination, and gentrification, blacks have been
pushed out of their homes at alarming rates. The Urban Institute "found large disparities
between the homeownership rates of black families and white families in all 100 of the
cities with the largest black populations, pushing the housing gap between the two groups
to its highest in more than 50 years." Generally, it is clear that the progression, if any, of
black life has remained nearly stagnant. As demonstrated in numerous other
contemporary social arenas, the tragic cycle of black suffering at the hands of white
supremacist social control continues.
The examples above are possible areas for further research on the historical
continuity of control that black Americans face. While given the historical continuity of
these forms of regulation, black workers, athletes, and artists have found that however
much white power seeks to keep black people down, blacks will continue to find
innumerable creative and effective modes of resistance. Furthermore, the narratives
written by Wright, Hurston and Hughes are examples on how many of the issues faced
during the early twentieth century parallel the problems black Americans continue to
encounter; however, the hope of overcoming remains.
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